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Research Frontiers, Academic
Margins: Helen Papanikolas and the
Authority to Represent the
Immigrant Past

by YIORGOS ANAGNOSTOU

Between the 1950s and the 1980s, at a time when Greek
American Studies was still a nascent academic undertaking, folk-
lorist and historian Helen Papanikolas (1917-2004) conferred
upon the newly emerging field a substantial share of institutional
visibility. From as early as 1954, she was successful in publishing
her research in the Utah Historical Quarterly, the official journal of
Utah's Historical Society, also managing to place her work in
numerous university-affiliated venues, including academic
presses. These accomplishments deserve particular attention not
merely because they represent a pioneering initiative that
bestowed respectability upon the field, but notably because this
prolific writer was never professionally trained in the subjects in
which she extensively published, namely, oral history, ethnohis-
tory, and folklore.' How can one explain this institutional success?
How did a non-academic researcher come to be acknowledged,
early in her career, as an authoritative chronicler of immigrant his-
tory and culture by prestigious regional institutions?

The fact that Papanikolas' research interests reflected the ide-
ological signature of the institutions that published her work
explains this situation only partially. Her aim to document the

YIORGOS ANAGNOSTOU is associate professor of modern Greek at Ohio
State University and the author of numerous articles on the anthropol-
ogy, history, and popular culture of Greek America. His book Contours of
White Ethnicity: Popular Ethnography and the Making of Usable Pasts in
Greek America is forthcoming from Ohio University Press.
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immigrant past, for instance, dovetailed with the politics of pub-
lic institutions such as the Folklore Society of Utah, the Utah Her-
itage Foundation, and the Utah Historical Society. These
organizations sought to expand the regional canon of history and
folklore by including the experiences of ethnic, racial, and reli-
gious minorities within the state. 2 This resonance surely served as
the necessary condition for the dissemination of her work. But it
cannot alone explain the institutional legitimacy granted to her
research. Neither were the criteria of sound scholarship to which
she consistently adhered—meticulous, empirical research—suffi-
cient for the academic legitimization of her work. This is because
the recognition of the aspiring scholar as an authoritative inter-
preter of immigration hinged upon her successful entanglement
with crucial methodological questions, posed with particular
urgency among academic circles at the time: how does a folklorist
and oral historian produce a reliable account about the past, given
the potential inaccuracies and partiality of memory in oral testi-
mony? And how can an historian achieve the goal of reconstruct-
ing the past on the basis of fragmentary evidence? This
methodological challenge, for instance, was at the forefront of the
Ethnic Oral History Project at the University of Utah, to which
Papanikolas (1973) contributed an essay-manual on fieldwork
among Greek immigrants. As the editor of the volume put it, the
oral historian confronts "the question of the veracity of the inter-
viewee" and "the reliability of one's memory" (Sylvester 1973:3). 3

"Veracity" and "reliability" formed the bedrock for the scientific
study of the past, serving as the criteria for evaluating the validity
of ethnohistoric work.

Papanikolas met these standards of veracity and reliability to
earn professional legitimization through a politics of knowledge
that combined the claim to the status of an ethnographic insider
with the practice of a particular brand of epistemology, Geisteswis-
senschaften. Declaring herself a Greek ethnographer enabled the
fledging researcher to assert authentic access to the early twenti-
eth-century immigrant culture. Nativity, that is, granted the eth-
nohistorian a privileged entree into her own culture's past. If the
authority granted by the status of "native ethnographer" posi-
tioned Papanikolas to claim true historical knowledge, it was the
practice of Geisteswissenschaften that enabled her to argue that it is
in fact possible to understand and reliably represent the past as a
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whole. It was these legitimizing research practices that permitted
Papanikolas to make a convincing case about the capacity to rep-
resent the past dependably, and these same practices in turn
explain her emergence as an authoritative scholar.

The Politics of Salvaging the Immigrant Past

Eye-witnessing the total demise of early Greek immigrant cul-
ture is a common ethnographic topos to which Papanikolas often
returns. In her family biography Emily-George (1987), for instance,
she charts her parents' "Greek American Odyssey"—a series of
relocations, displacements, and movements toward realizing the
immigrant quest for a stable home in America—in order to docu-
ment the dynamic vitality of early folk culture and then to make
a case for its ultimate dissolution. The concluding paragraph com-
poses a requiem for the vernacular:

I think as I drive home how quickly immigrant life van-
ished, Greek Towns long since gone, the young matriarchs
and patriarchs sick to death or dead already, Greek schools
and church affairs a vestige of former days, name day vis-
iting diminished, icons and vigil lights seldom seen in
houses, proverbs hardly ever heard. (321)

The biographer reaches deep into memories of the past to deploy
a key image that permeates the entire gamut of her work: that of
a bygone era, the vanishing folk. The immigrant peasant culture
has been irretrievably decomposed into fragments, its remaining
vestiges waiting in line to be swallowed by the eventualities of
physical loss, institutional transformation, and cultural dissolu-
tion. Not unlike many professional folklorists, she sees the elderly
as the last tradition-bearers whose passing will translate into the
death of tradition. 4

Throughout her work, Papanikolas maintains that the post-
World War II era marked the wane of Greek immigrant folk life
in America. She calls this historical moment "The End of the Great
Immigrant Era" (2002:224), and associates the disappearance of
folk culture with post-war prosperity, the movement to the sub-
urbs, and the concomitant dissolution of face-to-face community
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life. It was then when " 'Americanization' became complete"
(1973:44, my emphasis). The available evidence supporting her
contention appears overwhelming. With numerous examples, she
documents instances where immigrant traditions are abandoned or
forgotten, suppressed or angrily rejected. Reading her work is to
witness the power of modernity to render the immigrants' expres-
sive culture—and the conditions that made it meaningful—irrel-
evant; it is as if the vernacular is eventually swept away from the
present. In her 1984 essay "Wrestling with Death: Greek Immi-
grant Funeral Customs in Utah," for example, she observes that
"laments [among Greek immigrant women) have not been sung
since the early 1940s" (40). In yet another work on immigrant
folklore she notes the following:

With the passing of the old-country folklore, other
changes have come. A grief-wounded patriarch com-
manded his children as they left for the funeral of his wife
of fifty-five years, 'Now watch. Control yourselves. We
mustn't make a spectacle of ourselves.' (1971:76)

Ironically, here, folkness yields to the demands of modernity under
the reign of tradition. "The children of the immigrants . . . [may)
scoff at the evil eye; [and] they [may have) long ago rebelled at the
keening of the mirolagia [ritual laments)" (76), but find themselves
under the iron grip of parental control. Modernity here functions
as an all-encompassing force that commands immigrant disci-
pline. Tradition is rendered an embarrassing anachronism, suc-
cumbing to the dictates of modern norms of conduct.
Paradoxically, conformity to modernity is also enforced through
traditional relations of power: parental authority. Modernity and
tradition interweave, though both the folklorist and her subjects
see them as antithetical. The waning of folklore differentiates the
modern ethnic from the folk immigrant: "ftlhe immigrants them-
selves began to see the impropriety of it all, and shamed the later
immigrants who came after the Second World War" (1971:76).
Post-War Greek America is portrayed in terms of a dramatic shift.
It was then that "the transplanted culture of the Greeks lost much
of its color" (1984:49), and "Mlle richness of Greek folk life in
America was radically diminished" (40). 5

Confronted with what she saw as impending total assimila-
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tion, Papanikolas turned to salvage ethnography, the documenta-
tion of a culture seen at the verge of extinction. "I am impelled,"
she writes, "to speak of these first Greek women in the West before
their immigrant experience is completely lost to history"
(1989:18). The geographical scope is primarily regional, the Inter-
mountain West, particularly Utah. Her focus remains on the adap-
tive function and significance of folklore for the immigrants; on
how ordinary people at the margins of the society sustain mean-
ingful lives; on labor conflict; and on the immigrant experience,
inflected by regional, class, and gender differences. Collecting oral
testimonies about this rapidly receding culture became her over-
riding research priority and the reason for her immersion in sal-
vage ethnography. A defining feature of her contribution to Greek
American Studies, this salvage orientation also commands center
stage in the marketing of her book, An Amulet of Greek Earth: Gen-
erations of Immigrant Folk Culture (2002). The following quote from
Kirkus Reviews, featured in the jacket blurb of the volume, is
telling: "{the text offers) evocative portraits of a people on the
cusp, and of a culture caught in its dying but still resonant last
moments."

The idea of a "vanishing culture" caught in the text, however,
entails more than a marketing strategy to attract readers. Rescu-
ing cultures from oblivion, as James Clifford (1986) shows, legit-
imizes their ethnographic inscription.° Therefore, the aim to
capture the "disappearing immigrant" conferred legitimacy upon
Papanikolas' work, which was valuable to regional institutions
seeking to expand canonical history.

As I have already pointed out, the authorization of her research
practice was only one component of a larger problem: the legit-
imization of oral history as a reliable tool of knowing the past.
Papanikolas tackled this important issue when she evoked ethno-
graphic nativity: the sharing of a similar ethnic background with
the people she studied. I discuss the rhetorical function of ethno-
graphic nativity as a means to reliably retrieve the past later. But
first, it is necessary to address an additional methodological prob-
lem. Papanikolas' oeuvre treated immigrant culture as an aggregate
of innumerable beliefs and practices each fulfilling its own specific
function but never meshing to form an interrelated whole. At the
same time, one discerns in her work the aspiration to capture an
underlying cultural pattern. How can this be possible? To address
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this contradiction, I examine her view of culture as a mixture of
disconnected adaptive and maladaptive components. I subse-
quently illuminate the importance of Geisteswissenschaften in sup-
porting her view that it is in fact possible to recuperate the past as
a whole. My commentary on the significance of amulets, a topic
that features much in her folkloric work, introduces this discus-
sion.

Fragments of Culture, Coherent Wholes

Amulets are objects believed to exert protective power. Known
as phylakta in Greek folk tradition, they combine pagan and Chris-
tian elements, exemplifying modern Greek religious syncretism.
They are made by an assortment of sacred and secular objects,
among others an icon, a piece of holy scripture, perhaps a sliver of
the True Cross, glass beads, garlic, and salt. A sheaf of amulets,
sown in a bag and pinned inside the clothes, preferably remains
concealed to maximize its efficacy against all sorts of danger. Trea-
sured for their protective function, amulets were adapted to ward
off, new threats associated with immigration. "Children wore
amulets around their necks to keep the Evil Eye away," Papaniko-
las (1971) writes, further recalling: "Untiring the Ku Klux Klan
attacks against Mediterranean immigrants and Catholics in 1923
and 1924, children wore amulets around their necks and slept with
them under their pillows to keep away nightmares" (68). Amulets
encapsulate the folk belief that the vulnerability of humans in the
face of illness, violence, envy, and the unpredictability and risks
associated with travel can be effectively counteracted, warded off
through the power vested in material objects or behavior. Classi-
fied as superstitions, such practices are pervasive in modernity—
finger crossing, for instance—testifying to their social and
psychological efficacy. Culturally specific in meaning, amulets
constitute a response to forces threatening wellbeing, order, and
stability.

In the work of Papanikolas, amulets are made a key symbol of
early twentieth-century Greek immigrant culture in America. If
immigration brings about cultural discontinuity through the
crossing of geopolitical, linguistic, and social borders—ultimately
a flight away from the familiar—the "amulet" represents cultural
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constancy and continuity. The items making up a sheaf of amulets
are indicative of the significance vested in them as material objects
of continuity and memory. A dried basil leaf or thyme stands for
remembrance and ties with those left behind. A pinch of earth sig-
nifies national soil that connected immigrants with their home-
land during their sojourn abroad—their xenitia—but also in case
of death, when it "would be sprinkled on them before the casket
was lowered" (2002:53). Symbolizing return to the familiar, the
amulet safeguarded a symbolic presence of the past in a foreign
land, which was often spoken in the early immigrant lore as exile.
In view of the immigrants' dislocation, the amulet serves as an
anchoring center. Vernacular culture was vital in easing the ten-
sion associated with uprooting, but also central in adapting to new
experiences connected with immigration.

A narrative thread in An Amulet of Greek Earth (2002) evalu-
ates the transplantation of "Greek village culture" (127) to Amer-
ica in terms of its adaptability to the new environment. In this
account, immigration simultaneously brings to the fore the value
of transplanted folkness as it frames its demise. The author empha-
sizes its value in circumstances that a pioneer in immigrant folk-
lore studies, Linda Degh (1994), calls "crisis situations": "the
resettlement of ethnic cultures, labor migration, urbanization, and
interethnic integration and the disintegration of communities"
(9). Papanikolas (2002), the "popular folklorist," 7 also embraces
this view: "it was good that the immigrants came with the romaic
values of their Romiosini culture," she notes, "otherwise they
would not have survived in the New World" (63). The positive
function of folklore rests in the capacity of tradition-bearers to act
as repositories of time-tested practice and lore that ease anxiety
and provide models for handling crisis. "[Patriarchs) read the
shoulder blade of the Easter lamb and foretold what the coming
year would bring; and in times of crisis, they recited how similar
matters were handled in the far past" (37). Yet, not all traditions
are valued positively. With a sigh of relief she celebrates the fact
that "fortunately [the belief in vampires) did not take root in
America" (1984:48). Similarly, she expresses no regret for the dis-
continuation of vendettas—the customary law of ritual retribu-
tion—that she associates with Old-World primitivism.

Immigration sets in motion uneven cultural change, which
Papanikolas attributes to the material and social conditions of
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migrancy; traditions may be abandoned because of economic
necessity, maladaptive function, or clash with modernity. "The old
taboo of only women caring for goats was immediately discarded
in the United States," she observes. "With no women about, the
men gave up the superstition, but they did not make the sign of
the cross before milking the goats as they did with sheep"
(2002:115). When women did immigrate, male authority under-
wrote the form and degrees of acculturation:

Village women came wearing head scarves, a sign of mod-
esty for wives, but immediately they put on hats at their
husband's insistence, so they would not look like peasants.
The women happily accepted this release from custom, but
they retained everything else that was possible in this xeni-
tia. It gave them a security that the world had not been
completely turned upside down. (127)

In its formative years, immigrant Greek America emerges as a
fragmented social landscape punctuated with abrupt change and
uneven cultural retention. The tension between selective ties to
the past and assimilation forces brings about a shifting, open-
ended terrain.

It is tempting here to explain the claim of a vanishing folk in
terms of the folklorist's functionalist understanding of culture. If,
in this view, traditions function to fulfill the needs of the displaced
immigrants, they are bound to wane once the conditions that made
them necessary cease to exist. Papanikolas certainly approaches
immigrant culture in this manner, as a progressively disintegrat-
ing transplanted whole. The parts are rendered irrelevant as novel
material, social, and political realities confront immigrant ways.
Stripped of their significance, components of the transplanted cul-
ture disappear, crumbling the whole. Folklore has no reason to per-
sist, leading to the notion of the vanishing folk.

If my selective examples above illustrate the popular folk-
lorist's functionalist bent, they are certainly not sufficient to argue
that Papanikolas understood culture as an interrelated whole. No
doubt, she organized her analysis around the assumption of cul-
tural wholeness. But she neither connected the various compo-
nents systematically nor did she offer sufficient ethnographic
material and commentary elaborating on this subject. Therefore,
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in order to more fully answer the question of cultural wholeness in
her work I must pursue an alternative route. In reviewing An
Amulet of Greek Earth, Dan Georgakas (2004) probes the heart of
this matter. He writes:

Papanikolas presents immigrant culture and its various
sources as a folklorist might, by reproducing songs, car-
toons, letters, diaries, poetry, artifacts, sketches, oral his-
tories and other direct and personal expressions of the
immigrants. Her literary canvas can be termed impres-
sionistic in that its themes are easier to grasp at a distance
as a coherent whole rather than through the examination
of any one element close up. (112)

Here, the folklorist's narrative arrangement of her cabinet of dis-
crepant "folkloric and popular culture gems"—cartoons, diaries,
oral histories, artifacts, photographs, as well as her own recollec-
tions—provides the building blocks to reconstruct the past. How
do the parts fit into a transplanted way of life? In what way do
seemingly unrelated components become parts of a whole? The
author of the Amulet draws no explicit connections among ele-
ments of expressive and popular culture, making the metaphor of
the impressionistic painting particularly fitting.

Interestingly, Georgakas reads Papanikolas' representation of
Greek immigrant culture as a social scientist would have read cul-
ture in the German tradition of Geisteswissenschaften. Such an epis-
temology, though empirically oriented, staunchly opposes the
positivist natural sciences and their reliance on causal explanatory
models. From the philosophical perspective of Geisteswissenschaften,
cultures are seen as historically specific spiritual wholes (Geisten)
that "were to be almost intuitively 'understood' as totalities of
meaning rather than broken down by `atomistic' elements" (Stock-
ing 1974:11). At work here is the deployment of the romantic
notion of Geist, the genius of the people that assimilates incon-
gruous elements and integrates them into a historically unique
"spiritual totality." As George Stocking (1974) notes, this
approach to human sciences intersects at some points—though
does not fully overlap—with the complex territory of Boasian
anthropology. For Franz Boas (1940), the German-born American
anthropologist who saw anthropology as a historical science that
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should aim to elicit patterns of meaning, the historical approach
to human phenomena depends on affect, "the personal feelings of
man towards the world" (644). As a result, cultural wholes can be
grasped not by scientific laws but by "a merely subjective connec-
tion" (643), and acquire their unity only in "the mind of the
observer" (642).

Reading the Amulet in terms akin to Boasian anthropology
resonates with Papanikolas' own reading of immigrant culture as
a unified totality. With assumptions not unlike those of Boasian
epistemology, as a folklorist she also privileges the importance of
the subjective understanding of culture and its representation as a
whole. This mode of knowing rested resolutely on her claim to the
status of a native ethnographer, a position that granted her "a nat-
ural understanding" of the innermost thoughts of interviewees. It
authorized her view that it was indeed possible to decipher their
intentions and feelings, and ultimately the truthfulness of their
accounts. As we will momentarily see, ethnographic nativity
amplified the practice of Geisteswissenschaften—the intuitive under-
standing of culture as a totality of meaning—positioning the
ethnographer to read oral testimonies as transparent windows to
the immigrant culture.

Native Ethnography and the Truths of the Folk

Not unlike numerous non-academic folklorists who published
under the aegis of professional societies, Papanikolas must have
felt the pressure to fully legitimize her research (Thatcher
2004:188). 8 At stake was the validation and subsequent dissemi-
nation of her work through a variety of institutional venues,
including the Utah Historical Quarterly. A claim to the status of
native ethnographer functioned as a source of ethnographic
authority. Such a claim portrayed the young folklorist as an insider
possessing authentic access to the early immigrant culture. Nativ-
ity enhanced the "principal assumption" of fieldwork, namely,
"that the experience of the researcher can serve as a unifying source
of authority in the field" (Clifford, 1988:35). And, significantly, it
was framed by a particular epistemology, enabling authoritative
entree to ethnographic truths. To this effect, the following passage
is exemplary:
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In interviewing the old, I not only have my memories to
help me but also old photographs, many made on glass
plates, beautifully alive. To look at the young faces, smil-
ing in this respite from their work and in the company of
their "own," to gaze at the babies they are holding, grand-
parents themselves now, gives one a sense of their young
humanity, not their "foreignness," their "strangeness," or
their "old countryness." With a natural understanding I lis-
ten to stories of revenge, of devious means to get and to
hold jobs in the face of early prejudices, folk lore, and both
true and farfetched insults to a most important force in
their lives, one's fihitinzo, his personal honor. (Papanikolas
1973: 45, my emphasis)

Here the understanding between the folklorist and her subjects is
presented as natural, transparent. Aided by her own personal expe-
riences and mnemonic devices such as photographs, the folklorist
declares her ability to identify a culture's underlying truths. How
is this knowing possible? Clifford (1988) has identified this mode
of ethnographic understanding as a component of the early pro-
fessional tradition of ethnographic fieldwork. Early twentieth-cen-
tury professional anthropologists, notably former students of Boas,
resorted to their intimate experience of a culture to assert their
authority to represent it. Clifford mentions the example of Mar-
garet Mead, who "claim[ed) to grasp the underlying principle or
ethos of a culture through a heightened sensitivity to form, tone,
gesture, and behavioral styles" (35). This "aesthetic mode" of
understanding, "makes use of clues, traces, gestures, and scarps of
sense" as a necessary step of subjective experience that eventually
leads to "the development of stable interpretations" (36). The
power of empathetic understanding served as a crucial component
to legitimize fieldwork as an authoritative source of knowledge.
Similarly, this mode of intersubjective understanding, apparent in
Papanikolas' passage above, but also unmistakably present else-
where in her work, served as a source of interpretive authority. 9 In
no way, however, did it compromise her commitment to empiri-
cally grounded research. Because reliance on experiential intuition
"smacks of mystification" (Clifford 1988:35), the quest for empir-
ical facts, also required by the epistemology of Geisteswissenschaften,
never left Papanikolas.
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The arduous quest to establish truths about the past meant
that it was necessary to cast oral history—a notoriously problem-
atic site of knowledge—as a reliable source of facts. Ever commit-
ted to historical accuracy, Papanikolas was convinced of the
"trustworthiness of oral tradition as a source for historical infor-
mation," which was also common during her times among aca-
demic folklorists such as Richard Dorson (Ben-Amos 1989:52).
Consequently, she approached those pioneer immigrants who were
still alive as treasured ethnographic resources; but most impor-
tantly for my purposes here, she reflected on their interviews as an
extension of Greek oral tradition, and therefore as an authentic
source of information. "Stilted interviews are rare," she pointed
out in an essay which she meant for potential fieldworkers in Greek
America to consult as a manual; "the Greeks are verbal people"
(1973:47), immigrants who "come from people who spoke and
sang their history" (1976:6). Similarly, she has this to say about
her experience of interviewing her parents: "Whey spoke in the
oral tradition of their people, remembering with amazing recall"
(1987:53). 10

Papanikolas (1973) was quick to clarify, however, that immi-
grant oral testimonies were punctuated by concealment and perfor-
mative dramatization, tempting her "{tlo bring respondents back
to the facts" (48). A paradox results from the interviewer's assump-
tion that her subjects were engaged in an act of accurate disclosure
and an ethnic performance. On the one hand, the "aesthetic mode"
of intersubjective understanding promoted the notion of interview-
ing as a "natural" site for uncovering true history. On the other
hand, ethnographic reflexivity recognized interviewing as a site
where knowledge is inherently constructed. One way to circumvent
this problem was to rely on theories of culture and personality and
the ideology integral to this paradigm, national character. Working
within this anthropological tradition, Papanikolas saw the ethno-
graphic interview as a site that revealed the "Greek personality"
(46), which she defined in terms of fixed yet contradictory traits, and
which she saw as evidence of an inherent ambivalence. "Greeks fear,
despise, and respect authority," she writes. They "have been conser-
vative in dress and demeanor, yet extremely liberal with their speech
. . . {T}he possibility of libel must be kept in mind" (49). They may
eagerly reveal the faults of others, but cautiously conceal their fam-
ily's deviations from cultural norms.
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These observations are remarkably on par with current anthro-
pological approaches to interviews as inherently problematic sites
of knowledge production. Michael Herzfeld (1986), for instance,
has linked Greek ethnography to "a fundamental concern [in
Greece) with display and concealment, extroversion and intro-
spection, pride and self-criticism" (217). But the point is clear: as
a native folklorist, Papanikolas professed the privileged position of
an ethnic insider through which she extracted the innermost
truths of an ethnohistoric reality veiled by the politics of display
and concealment. In contrast, unsuspected outsiders "could be eas-
ily misled by . . . [the interviewees') ambivalences and search fruit-
lessly for personal explanations" (46). Capable of probing behind
the veneer of interviews she claimed to harness a culture's under-
lying truths. Boas' (1940) vision of the social scientist could have
aptly applied to the popular folklorist: "The cosmographer .. .
holds to the phenomenon which is the object of his study . . . and
lovingly tries to penetrate into its secrets until every feature is
plain and clear" (645). The epistemology of Geisteswissenschaften
endowed scientific respectability upon the native ethnographer's
aesthetic mode of understanding.

If Papanikolas' contribution to the fieldwork manual I dis-
cussed earlier underscores the ambiguities and complexities of
documenting oral history, it simultaneously asserts the reliability
of knowledge collected by a native oral historian. The persistent
claim on ethnographic nativity as the means to truth runs
throughout Papanikolas' work. Her introduction to The Peoples of
Utah (1976), for example, reinforces this point: "[elach [group) is
surveyed by a historian especially qualified by blood ties and train-
ing to comment on ... that group," she asserts (9). It is in this con-
text that her memories of immigrant life and "shared experiences"
with her subjects function as the "greatest asset in interviewing
immigrant Greeks" (1973:44). Nativity works then as a method-
ological privilege. The popular folklorist becomes the "custodian
of an essence, [the) unimpeachable witness to an authenticity," as
Clifford (1986:113) would have it. 11
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Concluding Remarks

The politics of salvage ethnography I have just explored sus-
tained a research project whose consistent duration remains unpar-
alleled in Greek America's intellectual history. Undertaken as a
life-long vocation, Papanikolas' work produced a vast archive and
brought high institutional visibility to the nascent field of Greek
American studies. Her legacy lies in managing to tap into an
emerging cultural zeitgeist—multiculturalism and its corollary
discourse on roots—and in effectively undertaking long-standing
research and cultural activism, as testified by the expansive dis-
semination of her work in numerous venues, including profes-
sional societies, scholarly journals, popular publications, library
archives, public lectures, books, and the university classroom (see
Anagnostou 2004/2005).

Significantly, there is yet another crucial component that lay-
ers the making of this archive. "[Wihen an article was published
about an important event and did not include Greeks," she writes,
"I immediately researched the subject and wrote an essay to show
their participation" (2001:20). At a time when academic Greek
American Studies was still in its infancy, this investment returned
high dividends, proving instrumental in advancing the field. This
fundamental contribution explains the current tribute and intense
scholarly interest extended to Papanikolas' work.

I have dissected here the research politics that turned a popu-
lar folklorist into an institutionally recognized ethnographic
authority. This analytical route illuminates at least two implica-
tions for contemporary scholarship on Greek America. First, the
necessity arises for a reflexive Greek American historiography. Sec-
ond, the need emerges for critical thinking about local Greek her-
itage production and the various components that contribute to its
making (institutions, popular researchers, and academics among
others).

My discussion demonstrates that the documentation of the
past is never a straightforward enterprise, a mere collection of
facts. It brings into focus the awareness that the past cannot pos-
sibly be approached as an aggregate of transparent facts, which are
available for automatic retrieval. Instead, the past is best under-
stood as a social construction framed by powerfully entrenched
assumptions about proper methodologies of generating knowl-
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edge, rules of assessing its validity, the poetics and politics of its
telling, as well as the ideological and institutional context within
which research is produced and disseminated. This is to say that
all sorts of archival material, including oral histories and scholarly
interpretations of this archive, constitute representations that
actively construct the past, not merely record it. In this respect,
my analysis suggests interpretive caution when contemporary
scholars of Greek America turn to the work of earlier historians,
ethnographers, and folklorists to treat it as unmediated evidence. 12

A critical approach to representations of the past matters
because specific archives enable specific kinds of knowledge while
they disable others. Analyzing the past as social construction
inevitably sheds light to what has been omitted or marginalized.
Reflexivity creates spaces to question established truths: what if
immigrant culture was not as uniform as it has been represented
to be? What if the vernacular never vanished? What if ethno-
graphic nativity is but one among a variety of locations, each one
offering a distinct (but not superior) source of knowledge? Map-
ping how we get to know the past only expands the territories of
knowledge we have yet to explore, produce, and disseminate. It
invites us to examine, for example, the ways in which individuals,
families, and institutions reproduced, rejected, transformed, or
radically altered the vernacular. Such critical scholarship holds the
promise of undermining taken-for-granted narratives by asking
questions never considered previously, and in turn producing
alternative histories and cultures.

Finally, in making a bid for generating a denser field of Greek
American ethnography and history, Papanikolas provides an indis-
pensable compass, pointing to the value of studying ethnicity in
specific regions, and to the importance of cultivating ties between
researchers and local institutions. This crucial legacy urges us to
reflect on how non-academic researchers negotiate their place in
relation to those institutions, and, further, on the place of aca-
demics in this enterprise. Since the time when Papanikolas estab-
lished productive relations with historical societies, universities,
libraries, and museums in her city, regional institutions have
intensified their interest in ethnic heritage. Significantly, this
takes place at a time when heritage production is increasingly gen-
erated by popular historians and ethnographers whose books, oral
histories, and museums exhibits enjoy popular and institutional
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acclaim." What kinds of assumptions inform these preservation
projects? What ideologies do these narratives advance? Under
what circumstances do institutions embrace popular heritage
undertakings, and under what conditions do they reject them?
Given that this process is heavily mediated, as my analysis demon-
strates, scholars cannot afford to ignore the manner in which
knowledge is produced every time popular research and institu-
tions interface. Because representations of ethnicity matter, schol-
ars must find ways to engage with these issues. Research on the
making of local heritage offers itself as an obvious critical route.
Active participation in the social production of ethnicity is
another, though this territory is uncharted to most scholars and
therefore fraught with unfamiliar challenges.' 4 The question
therefore is not whether we need to have our voice heard in the
public construction of ethnicity, but how are we to position our-
selves in the complex contours of this process. Helen Papanikolas'
legacy reminds us that no matter how wide we spread our research
net we have much to gain in continuing to reflect on the potential,
limits, and implications of local knowledge production.

Notes

IPapanikolas received her College Degree in bacteriology, from the Uni-
versity of Utah (1939). She was awarded a number of honorary degrees in the
Humanities, the most recent being from Southern Utah University (1994); she
also received a number of awards, including the Olaudah Equiano Award of
Excellence (Ethnic Studies, University of Utah, 1995), the Governor's Award:
The Utah Women's Achievement Award (1996), and the University of Utah
Diversity Award (1999). In 1990, she received The Utah Humanities Council
"lifetime achievement [honoring) ... an exemplary humanities scholar" (Hatch,
2004:212).

2The institutional preservation of local history and heritage has deep roots
in Utah, and Papanikolas must have been exposed to it early in her career. As
early as 1905, the Daughters of Utah Pioneers documented and publicly dis-
played Mormon history and material culture. The Works Progress Administra-
tion sparked interest in documenting traditional arts in the 1930s, while the
folk revival in the 1960s resulted in the recording of folk songs and lore. Inter-
est in folk life and the traditional arts flourished when the Folk Arts Program
at the National Endowment for the Arts invested funds to support preservation
programs in the state. Ethnic groups received particular attention by the Folk
Arts Program in the late 1980s when state agencies encouraged minority cul-
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tural revitalization. Public folklorist Graig R. Miller, for example, received
funds from the Utah Humanities Council in 1 . 987 to research and host radio
programs on "Utah Traditions," featuring among others, "the heritage and tra-
ditions of Utah's Greek community" (Thatcher 2004:197). This interest in
diversity was to a large part a result of state-sponsored multiculturalism. Agen-
cies such as The Utah Humanities Council (initially founded in 1974 as the
Utah Endowment for the Humanities) supported projects aiming "to expand
Utahns' knowledge of the state's historic and contemporary diversity" (Hatch
2004:206). Examples of these early projects include History and Ethnic Minori-
ties in Utah (1975), Ethnic Minorities in American Society (1975), and Ethnic
Awareness: Utah's Multicultural Heritage (1977). In this context, Papanikolas
distinguished herself as a pioneer in advocating the value of including the per-
spectives of marginalized or silenced groups in the history of the region. In a
revolutionary move, she expanded the scope of American regional history in the
mid-1950s by introducing working class immigrants into the history of Utah
(Frangos 2003:112). She brought attention to minorities and women before it
was scholarly fashionable to do so. It was only in the 1980s that a spate of book-
length publications on Greek American history and community tapped, belat-
edly, on "new social history's" interest in "oppressed groups—workers,
immigrants, blacks, women, [and] the poor" (Chambers 1985:193). Miriam
Murphy (1996) has situated Papanikolas' contributions in the wider historical
and political milieu, while her work is becoming subject to considerable schol-
arly attention (Anagnostou 2008a, 2008b, 2004/2005, 2004; Georgakas 2003).

3At the time, the utility of oral testimony as a tool to document the past
was enjoying great institutional backing. A pioneering oral history project is
credited to Columbia Oral History Project in 1948, based on the conviction
that "the use of the oral interview would enable historians to fill the gaps that
modern man left in the records" (Sylvester 1973:1). A National Oral History
Association was "founded in 1967, and by 1970 it had over 350 member insti-
tutions, all having something to do with the collecting or the preservation of
oral history" (2). The value of interviewing ethnic minorities was seen as the
means to "obtain a more balanced view of the past; receiving from the non-dom-
inant society its points of view, oftentimes quite different from those of the
dominant society" (8).

'Henry Glassie (1982) identifies this position as a recurrent assumption in
folklore. It has been unsuccessfully argued among folklorists, he writes, that
every generation "contains the last basket weaver and the last ballad singer"
(63).

51 interrogate the notion of a Greek American vanishing vernacular in
Anagnostou (2008b)

61 discuss Papanikolas' salvage ethnography in relation to the poetics of the
"vanishing folk" in Anagnostou (2008b).

'For a discussion of "popular folklore" see Anagnostou (2006).
8This is partly because university-based academics also dominated civic

organizations such as The Folklore Society of Utah (Stanley 2004:224). Collab-
oration among the Utah Historical Quarterly, the Folklore Society of Utah, and
the Utah Heritage Foundation created an institutional umbrella that promoted
scholarship on diversity through the study of folklore. It is noteworthy that the
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volume Lore of Faith and Folly, to which Papanikolas contributed an article, was
edited by academic folklorist Thomas E. Cheney, a former president of the Folk-
lore Society.

91n her introduction to a photographic portfolio featuring various peoples
of Utah Papanikolas (1988) writes, characteristically: "[wle see in several pic-
tures of those who had been young during the first quarter of this century a
serenity that belies the miseries and anxieties they had known as aliens in a cul-
ture with roots in New England Puritanism (xix). She continues, "[On some
faces, as in the Japanese newspaper publisher in her early nineties, we sense the
unconscious self-worth of one who has doggedly persisted toward an altruistic
goal (xix-xx).

'°This reflexivity was deemed necessary for a scholar committed to pro-
ducing the immigrant archive as truth. In examining the production of archival
knowledge in modern Greece, anthropologist Penelope Papailias (2005) cap-
tures the connection among reflexivity, authority, and oral history. She writes,
"[ajrchives of 'oral' testimony, unlike those composed from (apparently) preex-
isting documents, are always fictions of a kind: they require the imagining of
the documents from which they will be composed. Since the process of making
new documents in the name of history cannot but be a fraught and risky oper-
ation, it is little wonder that the manufacture of the center's archive entailed the
production of a parallel discourse by its makers, detailing their intentions and
methods and vouching for researcher's integrity and discipline. The center's
archive thus is fiercely reflexive, rife with discussion about archiving" (97).

"The ethnic identity of authors has been commonly seen as an enabling
position to access authentic truths. Paul Gilroy (1993) underlines this ideology
when he reflects on the reception of an African American writer, Richard
Wright's literary corpus. He writes, "Whough mainly fictional . . . [his works]
. . . derived some of their special cultural authority and a good deal of their lit-
erary status in the white world from what was perceived to be the unchallenge-
able racial authenticity of their Mississippian author" (152). It is beyond the
purpose of this article to discuss the rich anthropological literature on the prob-
lematic notion of ethnographic nativity.

12For a detailed analysis of the ways in which professional and popular folk-
lore construct Greek America see Anagnostou (2008a)

13Consider for example the complex intersections associated with the
Newark Public Library exhibit Remembering Newark's Greeks: An American
Odyssey (2002-2003), which eventually led to the publication of a book with the
same title (Lampros 2006). Initiated by Angelique Lampros and Peter Markos,
both Newark-born teachers and administrators, this archival project points to
the complex interfaces that may infuse or deny institutional life to popular her-
itage production. To begin with, The New Jersey Historical Society turned
down a funding proposal for the project. On the other hand, the Hellenic Her-
itage Fund at the Newark Public Library made the exhibit possible, while The
New Jersey Information Center and Newark Historical Society embraced it. But
based on a disagreement with the author, Rutgers University Press rejected the
proposal to turn the material into a book. Lampros envisioned a commemora-
tive book that would "capture the words, the feelings and the images of the peo-
ple themselves" (quoted in Karageorge 2007:7) while the Press, in contrast,
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pictured a book "written from the perspective of a historian" (6). It was ulti-
mately Donning Publishers, a company specializing in commemorative vol-
umes and pictorial histories, which published the book. A review in The
National Herald portrays the book as "a delicious baklava of a book . . . captur-
ing the warmth, beauty and uniqueness of that largely vanished world of Greek
America" (Karageorge 2007:6). The critical approach I am proposing here
would have raised different questions. One must examine for instance the rea-
sons why the curator and author privileged the telling of the past through the
voices of the people. What were the assumptions that led to her rejection of nar-
rating the past from a historian's perspective? Within this framework, one must
also consider what kinds of perspectives are disabled once a historical account
privileges oral testimonies at the expense of historical analysis. Ethnographers
and heritage scholars will be well situated to explore these concerns.

"Artemis Leontis (1997) introduces this mode of engagement in her dis-
cussion of "cultural activism" in Greek America. Given the vast investment in
time and energy that "such an absorbing project" (85) demands, this commit-
ment raises practical issues for academics. Scholars specializing in museum
studies and ethnic preservation are best positioned to systematically participate
in local heritage production.
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Pogoni and the American Dream:
20th century challenges and
ambitions in the lives of two
immigrants from a historical region
in Epirus

by ANDRONIKOS FALANGAS

The historical region of Pogoniani, known today as Pogoni, is
a mountainous area in Epirus, located to the northeast of Ioannina,
the capital of Greek Epirus, and to the southeast of the Albanian
town of Gjirokaster (Argyrokastro in Greek). Like the rest of
Epirus, Pogoni was divided between Greece and Albania follow-
ing the partition of the Ottoman European territories in the after-
math of the Balkan Wars (1912-1913). It is inhabited by a
generally Greek-speaking population, which within the Albanian
border is officially recognized as part of the Greek minority. Vlach
(Aromanian), an Eastern Romance language is also still spoken in
a section of Greek Pogoni. Today, Pogoni's most significant com-
munities are the villages of Delvinaki, Kefalovryso, Pogoniani (the
former Vostina) and Sopiki; these first three are in Greek territory,
while the last, situated very close to the demarcation line, belongs
to Albania. Formerly, the capital of Pogoni was Dipalitsa (this
Slavic toponym has been replaced by the name Molyvdoskepasto,

ANDRONIKOS FALANGAS received his PhD from Paris I, Pantheon-
Sorbonne. He is the author of forthcoming books on the humanist and
prince of Moldavia, Jacob Vassilikos, and on Greek-Romanian relations
of the fourteenth-sixteenth centuries. He most recently was an associate
professor at Democritus University of Thrace, where he taught the
medieval and modern history of the Black Sea region. He currently
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attributed to the neighboring Byzantine monastery). Although
contemporary Dipalitsa is a tiny village on the Greek side of Greek
Albanian border, between the 16th and the second half of the 17th
century, the flourishing town of Dipalitsa extended into what is
now Albanian soil. It was the seat of the Archbishopric of Pogoni-
ani, the center of the local Ottoman administration, and the loca-
tion of the most important economic attraction in Epirus, the
Pogoniani Fair. After Dipalitsa's decay, the fair was transferred to
Ioannina, and referred to by the simple name of Pogoniani. The
Holy Apostles stone cathedral built in the 16th century and the
ruins of other imposing edifices are remnants of Dipalitsa's van-
ished glory. The prosperity seen in this region seems intrinsically
linked to the mobility of its people. This same mobility was surely
advanced by the economic reality that followed the unification of
Southeastern Europe under Ottoman domination.'

Pogoni's strategic location may have been a factor in its com-
mercial viability as well as the exodus of its population. Situated
amongst commercial roads, it linked Italy to Southeastern Euro-
pean markets and major centers of production. Therefore, we are
able to speak about the migration coming out of the Pogoni region
throughout the 16th-19th centuries with a special focus on the
Romanian lands and Constantinople. The surprising outcome of
this migration was the achievement of important social status by
a number of Pogonianites in the Romanian principality of Wal-
lachia where they excelled as powerful businessmen, noblemen and
prominent clergymen. Among them are John Giormas and Oxio-
tis (16th c.), dignitaries linked to Romanian aristocracy and bene-
factors in Mount Athos and Epirus; Nikas, Great Treasurer, Great
Chancellor and landowner (16th c.-17th c.); Panos Pepanos (17th
c.), merchant and patron of letters; Mathew Metropolitan of Myra
(t1624) and Ioannikios Metropolitan of Stavroupolis (t1742),
both privileged ecclesiastics who left behind important artistic
legacies. 2

The migration from Pogoni continued after the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire, the division of the Balkan space and the close of
secular caravan routes. It was even more intensified by the wars,
the dramatic political changes and the antagonisms that affected
Greece and Albania between the second and the fifth decades of the
20th century. Until the outbreak of World War II, immigrants
from Pogoni continued to flow into Romania, but after the erup-
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tion of conflict most of those leaving the region were being lead
very far from the familiar South-European space. The primary des-
tinations were the U.S.A. and South Africa. This new phase in
Pogoni's migration, unfortunately, suffers from a dramatic lack of
specialized study. Much of the data remains in the guarded mem-
ory of its living protagonists, and occasionally recollections by the
descendants or relatives of those who died. Moreover, a number of
biographies, memoirs and other nostalgic and sometimes naive
narrations—composed mainly by people from Pogoni, inside
Albania—are dispersed, and their existence largely unknown or
neglected by researchers. 3 The gathering, preservation and study-
ing of these oral and written testimonies is absolutely imperative
for the comprehensive history of the Epirotes' overseas endeavors
and for a better understanding of the 20th century Greek Dias-
pora.

Two narratives related to the life of two Greek American per-
sonalities, both born in the Pogoni region at the end of the 19th
century, are helpful in redressing these issues. These texts are par-
ticularly interesting in that they illustrate the parallel experiences
of two immigrants of similar background, with distinct visions
and definitions of the American Dream. The first is a biography
composed in English and published in 1998 in the U.S.A. by Elis-
abeth Papas Smith in order to preserve the memory of her father,
the internationally known guitarist Sophocles Papas.

Sophocles Papas

Sophocles Papas, born in 1893/94 in Sopiki. He was the
grandson of a priest and the son of a church cantor and school
teacher. His mother seems to have been a simple housewife with
no special education. Upon becoming an adolescent Papas learned
of the migratory tradition of Epirus and was probably pressed by
those closest to him to leave his village. He was not sent to Con-
stantinople, Bucharest or Costanta, but to another regional
metropolis, Cairo, Egypt, where his uncle had established himself.
Once in Cairo, Papas continued with school, worked in a bakery
and began his music instruction until the outbreak of the Balkan
wars. At this time he participated in the anti-Ottoman guerilla
movement in his native territory and joined the victorious Greek
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Army after they progressed northward into Epirus. 4

Papas left for the United States in 1914, presumably with the
intention of returning with a degree from the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College. As was common with the mobile people from
Pogoni, soon after his arrival he was supported and guided by his
acquaintances from Sopiki who had already settled in Massachu-
setts. He initially found work in a gun factory in Worcester and
enlisted in the U.S. Army soon after President Wilson declared
war on the Central Powers. Following the advice of his compatri-
ots, he acquired his factory job by making the claim that he was
an experienced worker and he later tried to impress the recruit-
ment officers by presenting himself as a gunsmith, instead of
revealing that he was simply a pistol tester. This careful manipu-
lation of the true conditions in his life reveals the shrewdness char-
acteristic of his subsequent successes.'

Papas' decision to put down roots in America may have been
influenced by the troubled political situation in Greece. Then Pre-
mier Eleftherios Venizelos' determination to align Greece with the
cause of the Triple Entente resulted in the opposition to King Con-
stantine's (r. 1913-1917 and 1920-1922) policy of neutrality. The
long term outcome of this antagonism was a conflict known as the
National Schism (E0vLx6c Atxaoling), that haunted political life in
Greece for decades. Vengeance and discrimination within Greek
society were the most visible results. Political considerations affect
his military serve as well. Papas' father had served as a state offi-
cial for the pro-Constantine administration, making Sophocles
Papas suspect in the eyes of U.S. military officials who being afraid
of his family's potential sympathies to the Central Powers, kept
him far from the European front. 6

In 1920 Papas moved to Washington D.C. where he worked
as a waiter.? At this time he played music with a mandolin or a
guitar for his friends and for his own distraction. Remarkably, he
was able to turn this hobby into a lucrative activity and in spite of
the fact that he was mostly self-taught, he further developed his
skills so that he could become not only an exquisite guitarist, but
also an advocate of the classical guitar, a university level music
teacher, the founder of a music company and a collector of stringed
instruments. 8 He was greatly enabled by his social abilities that in
turn were enhanced by his language skills. 9 He was a close friend
of Andres Segovia") and Carl Sandburg." He was exalted in the
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press as an excellent host, able to create a festive and comfortable
social atmosphere in the nation's capital. 0

Papas' social abilities were intertwined with his efforts to
assimilate into American culture. As he himself confessed, he
shortened his family name from Papadopoulos to Papas so that it
would be more acceptable to the American ear." He also adopted
a genuine American accent." His eagerness to integrate seems to
be associated with an inclination to maintain distant relations
with the Greek immigrant community. In the Papas biography,
there is not any mention of his participating in any ethnic associ-
ations, either Epirote or other Greek societies. He is also quite
unknown even among the most active elders of the American
Epirote community." His personal contacts with Greece were lim-
ited to two visits in his later years, the first in 1963, when he vis-
ited his relatives, and the second in 1972, when he and his wife
participated in a guided tour of Greece and Turkey.' 6

Nevertheless, he did not forsake his Greek background. He
publicly praised Greek gastronomy and touted his own abilities in
kitchen, linking this cuisine with the glorious Hellenic past. He
also applauded his second wife's efforts to prepare moussaka, dol-
mades and other Greek culinary specialties for him and his guests.
Most tragically however, his inability to let go of all of the atti-
tudes that he carried with him from his native land was, accord-
ing to his daughter and biographer, a handicap to his own family's
happiness." Papas maintained his Greek patriotism as well. This
was especially apparent during World War II, when he organized
public performances of Greek music in support of the Greek War
Relief." He also expressed his solidarity with his Greek relatives,
who had left the Pogoni region and moved to Ioannina. He spon-
sored his nephew, Nicholas, who attended George Washington
University and obtained a Ph.D. in biochemistry in 1956, and who
continued on with a career in the U.S. government.' 9

Sophocles Papas was married twice. His first wife was the
Welsh-born pianist Eveline Jessie Hurcum, better known as Eve-
line Monico, because she chose to use her Swiss-Italian grandfa-
ther's family name, which she felt sounded more artistic as well as
being identifiably Italo-European. It was at this time that Italy was
exporting some of the best classical music to the world, making it
fashionable to be identified as a musical artist of Italian descent.
Papas fully recognized Eveline's contribution to his career by
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admitting that she was an excellent music teacher, and a devoted
typist who corrected his English. His biographer, Elisabeth Papas
Smith (Eveline's daughter) also emphasizes her mother's role in
introducing her father into prestigious music milieus. Despite
their solidarity, the couple divorced in 1938 after ten years of mar-
riage. Papas Smith evokes their "cultural and educational gaps"
and highlights their culinary disputes. 2 °

In the same year as his divorce, Papas was married to Mercia
Lorentz, a stenographer from West Virginia who had been his stu-
dent and personal secretary. The wedding announcement that
appeared in the local press emphasized her deep American roots
and kinship to documentary film maker, Pare Lorentz. As Mrs.
Papas, Mercia became well known for her magnificent social-gath-
erings and her performances in Greek gastronomy. However, her
opposition to her husband's conventional definition of what it
meant to be a Greek male was the cause of intense disagreements
"about everything," as well as temporary separations, despite the
fact that Mercia Papas is not presented to be an entirely liberated
American woman by those who knew her. 2 ' Papas Smith avoids
any further mention of this matter, but we are led to understand
that her father was nurtured by the values associated with the
authoritarian paterfamilias in traditional Mediterranean society. 22

Sophocles Papas died in 1986 in a retirement home in Alexan-
dria, Virginia, a few months after the death of his second wife. His
memorial service was not held in an Orthodox church but in a
United Methodist church in Alexandria, which was surprising for
the grandson of a Greek Orthodox priest. 23 He was survived by a
daughter (Papas Smith) and two sons.

Elisabeth Papas Smith informs us that she has homes in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, and Waterloo, Ontario. Although she pos-
sessed a degree in philosophy, she proved to be most active in the
field of music. Her husband Philip H. Smith Jr. was well-accepted
by her father who, in a typical Greek way, had been pressuring his
daughter to get married. Like any traditional Greek father, he felt
an unmarried daughter was a personal tragedy. 24 In 1989, Elisa-
beth and Philip acquired Sophocles' Columbia Music Company. 25

Elisabeth's biography of her father does not provide any substan-
tial biography data about Papas' two sons from his second mar-
riage, Theodore and David, other than the dates of their birth. 26

A fascinating aspect of the Papas Smith biography is her bit-
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ter commentary that her father's devotion to his professional goals
caused his family life great distress. Papas Smith believes his atti-
tude may be related not only to his excessive ambition, but to his
being a "poorly educated Greek man," unable to acquire the trait
of the American middle class male who makes their family's well
being an imperative priority. 27 These views reveal the cultural gap
between the two successive generations of Greek Americans,
rather than illustrating the limits of Papas' life in America.

Vassilios Pliatsikas

The biography of Sophocles Papas is not the only published
work that is a noteworthy source of information about Pogoni's
diaspora in the U.S.A. A highly useful reference title appeared in
Athens in 1967, Epirote Retrospectives. The authors of this book are
Vassilios Pliatsikas and Nikolaos Lolis, both of whom originate
from the village of Teriachi in Greek Pogoni. 28 Their intent was to
document and preserve Epirote traditions and values by paying
tribute to the eminent Epirotes of Greek America, 29 especially the
Pogoni-born Ecumenical Patriarch Athenagoras I (1948-1972),
who is the subject of the entire first chapter. 3° Before being chosen
for the ecumenical throne, Athenagoras had excelled as archbishop
of the Greek Orthodox Church of America (1930-1948).

The chapters written by Vassilios Pliatsikas clearly express his
aspirations and his way of thinking. Pliatsikas states he was born
in 1895, one or two years after the birth of Sophocles Papas. 3 ' He
was sent to school in his native village where he received an edu-
cation which focused on the Greek national idea, despite the fact
that Pogoni was still a part of the Ottoman Empire. He remem-
bers that when an Ottoman military detachment passed through
the village, his teacher and entire class sang a patriotic anthem
praising the massacre of the Turkish ruler. 32 Like Papas, he
migrated at a young age, but in his case to a more traditional des-
tination, Constantinople. In 1914, he returned to his native vil-
lage, which was now included in the Greek borders, and shortly
thereafter, he was enrolled in the ranks of the Greek army. In con-
trast to Papas, this was not his will. He, like other young men of
his village, had even let his beard grow in order to appear older and
avoid conscription. Furthermore, after five months of service, he
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was able to achieve his goal of being released from the army by
adding four years to his real age. 33 This act is shockingly incom-
patible with the Greek patriotism he systematically projected and
his allegations against the Southern Greeks who avoided military
service. 34 On the other hand, it reflects the shrewdness he was able
to further cultivate in the U.S., which is reminiscent of Papas'
behavior while in America, trying to find a factory job and a place
in the U.S. Army.

Soon after his discharge, the army called upon Pliatsikas again
for an additional ten months of service. This was at the onset of the
long and disastrous period for Greece that stemmed from the
antagonisms between King Constantine and Premier Venizelos. 35

As in the case of Papas, it is reasonable to assume that this explo-
sive political situation pressured Pliatsikas to migrate across the
Atlantic.

Vassilios Pliatsikas arrived in America on February 21st
1917. 36 His subsequent writings make it abundantly clear that
never regretted the decision to leave his native country for the New
World. He devotes an entire chapter to summarizing the history
of U.S. policy and its realizations. He writes that he composed this
chapter in order to pay homage and express his gratitude to the
country which had offered thousands of Epirotes the possibility for
personal gain and the opportunity to prove themselves helpful to
their native land. 37

Pliatsikas lists the wealthiest Epirote enterprises in the U.S.
The fourth most important of these appears to be the Prototype
Transformer Corporation in East Orange, New Jersey, that
employed fifty persons. That business was owned by two Greek
Americans. One of these owners is Christos Pliatsikas, the son of
the author. 38 The sharing of this fact serves not only to apprise the
readers of the success of the Pogoni's diaspora, but also the Pliat-
sikas family's achievements on American soil. Christos Pliatsikas'
company is followed by eight other enterprises. Interestingly
enough, the first six businesses appear to belong to people origi-
nating from Pogoni. 39

Vassilios Pliatsikas' chapters also reveal his own social ambi-
tion. Unlike Papas, he is not trying to achieve a place within the
American middle and educated classes, but aspires to a preeminent
position within the Greek diaspora in the U.S.A. and Epirote soci-
ety in Greece. To those ends, he was very active in the Epirote corn-
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munity in the U.S. at a national level, as well as in the public mat-
ters of his native region. A photograph from 1942 shows him in
formal dress, among other eminent members of the Epirote com-
munity, when he was president of Anagenesis (Renewal) the
Epirotes' Society of New York. 4° Pliatsikas asserts these societies
were founded less for the solidarity of their American members
and more for the assistance of their native homeland. 41

Pliatsikas' organizational activity was not to be limited to the
local New York scene. He was elected president of the organiza-
tional committee of the Epirote Congress held in 1943 in New
York. He claims that he, the future Patriarch Athenagoras and
Greek ambassador Kimon Diamantopoulos were instrumental in
the reconciliation and organization of his divided compatriots. He
also makes mention of his position as Vice-President of the
Panepirotic Federation of America in 1953 and again in 1957. 42

In 1955 Pliatsikas traveled to Epirus and committed to the
construction of a new high school building in the village of Pogo-
niani to replace the existing structure. The existing school,
founded in 1923, was considered particularly important for the
promotion of Greek culture and patriotism throughout the Alba-
nia-ruled Northern Epirus region. With the goal of this new
building in mind, Pliatsikas established the Panpogonisian Edu-
cational Brotherhood in New York in 1965, became its president,
and undertook what he defined as the "superhuman" task of col-
lecting the necessary funds to build the school. In 1963, with the
assistance of the Greek government and the local authorities, he
realized his dream and built a 2-story school that he characterized
as magnificent.43 He emphatically declared that the school was the
only significant act of philanthropy realized by America's Epirotes
in their native land. 44

Pliatsikas depicts himself as the protagonist of the opening
ceremony for the school, which brought together all of the politi-
cal, ecclesiastic and military authorities of Greek Epirus. The local
mayor proclaimed Pliatsikas an honorary citizen of Pogoniani, and
the school's board of trustees decided that it was only right to sus-
pend his portrait in the new building, while his name was memo-
rialized by a marble plaque placed at its entrance. Pliatsikas did
not lose the opportunity to publish the related photos and docu-
ments.45 In addition he juxtaposed, in a following subchapter, two
other pictures. The first, from 1955, shows him in Ioannina, next
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to the town's mayor, shaking hands with King Paul of Greece (r.
1947-1964). The second photo, which takes up an entire page of
the book, was taken in 1966 at an award ceremony meant to com-
memorate his service for the school's construction and for the cause
of Northern Epirus—the award being presented to him by Dr.
Basil Photos, then President of the Panepirotic Federation. This
ceremony took place at the trendy Statler Hilton (now the Hotel
Pennsylvania) in New York City, and sealed his preeminent posi-
tion in the Epirote society of Greek America." Elsewhere, Pliat-
sikas distinguishes himself from the mass of the Greek
immigrants. His pride in belonging to social elite is revealed by
his sarcastic anecdotal narration about a working-class Greek born
couple during a Greek American social event. They, along with
others, are characterized as "Americanized Greek peasants," and
their lack of social graces is the focus of a derogatory and offensive
criticism. 47

Paradoxically, we do not find any hints in any of the chapters
as to what his profession may have been. He may have wanted to
avoid any reference to a job deemed incompatible with his pro-
jected social status. Indeed, his living contemporaries and compa-
triots affirm that he was a waiter in New York who went on to
work as insurance agent. 48 In this regard, there is an echo of the
comment of the daughter of Sophocles Papas that refers to her
father's shame for having worked as a waiter. 49

Pliatsikas was married to Euthalia Vassiliou, who was born in
the village of Pogoniani, the geographical focus of her husband's
patriotism and who died in 1964. 5° Hers is the first name listed in
her husband's book as one of the great benefactors of Pogoniani's
high school. She is presented as a magnanimous Epirote lady
whose memory will be honored by hundreds of grateful students.
Further on, when she sits for her portrait, she strikes a matronly
pose, with the air of an aspiring archonship. In another photograph
she poses in her native Pogoniani with the Patriarch Athenagoras
and her husband. 51 In short, the Pliatsikas-Lolis book is not only
a collection of interesting articles about Epirus and a testament to
the patriotism connected to the country they left behind, but the
manifest of a circle of persons who imagined themselves to be
Epirote American archon.
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Conclusion

When comparing two 20th century personalities from the
Pogoni region who emigrated to the U.S.A., Papas and Pliatskas,
with their post-Byzantine ancestors who ventured into the
Romanian lands during the 16th and 17th centuries, they appear
to share the following characteristics: persistent social ambition,
marked by a remarkable shrewdness, largely reflected in the flexi-
bility shown in their adopted lands. Equipped with these abilities,
a number of merchants with roots in Pogoni were able to obtain
fortune, lands, and influence in the area of the Danube and estab-
lish a place for themselves within the inner circle of Romanian
aristocracy. They and their progeny thought to further extend their
prestige in Epirus and the wider Greek world by the foundation or
generous support of monasteries or by assuming a patronage
toward the archbishopric of Pogoniani. 5 2

This wider pattern assists in understanding the traditions and
values that transformed Sophocles Papas, a foreign-born worker
and waiter with basic musical knowledge into a great American
musician and teacher, and why another waiter from a remote
Epirote village, Vassilios Pliatsikas, was able to claim a privileged
place within the Greek American community, and a distinguished
social position in his native Epirus.

Ambition and shrewdness are not characteristics limited to
Greek Americans originating from Pogoni or from another
Epirote space. Even Pliatsikas himself recognizes that the Epirotes
in America are not at the vanguard of the Greek American com-
munity." But the study of the Pogoni diaspora in its full histori-
cal dimension merits to be explored further for a better
understanding of the cultural and psychological patterns that con-
ditioned this centuries-old Epirote migratory population through
the Old and New Worlds. Such studies contribute to a richer
understanding of a real modern Greek epic: the transformation
within a matter of decades of a marginalized and even despised"
working mass of immigrants to one of the most prosperous, edu-
cated and socially active communities in the U.S.A. 55
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powerful and cruel mother of the Wallachian ruler, Peter the Young (r. 1559-
1568). Giormas was reported to be Chiajna's lover. The same Giormas founded
a commercial complex in the center of Bucharest, which included a church and
inn; this entire complex was donated by his granddaughter, Despa, to the arch-
bishopric of Pogoniani. He also built the monastery of Saint Nicholas, again in
Bucharest, and offered it along with its extensive lands to the Simonopetra
monastery at Mount Athos. The fall of Chiajna's son shattered Giormas' ambi-
tions; he was put to death by the new prince Alexander II Mircea (r. 1568-
1577). Nikas has a similar social strategy: his first wife Maria was a wealthy
widow of exceptional social rank; and his second wife, the younger Pauna, also
held a distinguished place in the Wallachian nobility. During his long career as
a dignitary, Nikas was actively involved in Wallachia's finances, diplomacy and
administration. Profiting greatly due to his public service, his assets grew enor-
mously. He was among the richest persons of the principality. Unlike Giormas,
he was able to survive and maintain his privileged position under several
princes, during a period (end of 16th c.-first decades of 17th c.) marked by wars,
political crises and antagonisms, which most of his peers were not able to man-
age as well, many times at the cost of their lives. He is the founder of the Fras-
tana monastery in Greek Pogoni (near the actual village of Kato Meropi): A.
Falangas, "Moeyk," 408-17; idem, "Post-Byzantine Greek Merchants," 8; S.
Andreescu, "Din relatiile tarilor romane cu Epirul: Ctitoriile bucurestene ale lui
Ghiorma din Pogoniani," Studii si Materiale de Istorie Medie, 24 (2006): 101-9;
P. Zahariuc, " 'Son. dupa Sfanta Evanghelie.' Note despre neamul jupanesei
Caplea si despre manastirea Sfantul Nicolae din Bucuresti, ctitoria lui Ghiorma
banul," ibid., 25 (2007): 69-86.

"Pliatsikas, Lolis, HTZELeCOTLXEC Avoc8e0*, 62-63.
54A. fact that seems to be obscured in the Greek American collective mem-

ory: Dan Georgakas, My Detroit, Growing Up Greek and American in Motor City
(New York: Pella, 2006), 272-73. We may evoke the bitter experiences of Helen
Zeese Papanikolas (1917-2004) in the coal-mining town of Helper, Utah,
which was to become a source of inspiration for her folklorist and ethno-histor-
ical research. When she lived there as a young girl, the Greeks and other immi-
grant groups were victims of a discriminatory attitude, setting them apart from
the local "self-proclaimed whites": Z. Papanikolas, "On my mother," Journal of
the Hellenic Diaspora, 29:2 (2003): 12. Even until the 1960s, in Grosse Pointe,
Michigan, a cluster of wealthy Detroit suburbs, Greeks and other foreign born
potential buyers were subjected to a humiliating selection process where they
were graded on their swarthiness and the heaviness of their accents. This process
virtually kept them out of these exclusive neighborhoods, but with a few excep-
tions: D. Georgakas, "The Grosse Pointe 'Point' System and Greek Americans,"

Journal of Modern Hellenism, 21-22 (2004-2005): 203-4. We can also cite the case
of one of the two protagonists of this paper, Sophocles Papas. In the late 1930s,
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he was encouraged not to buy a summer cottage in the Washington D.C. area,
due to his ethnic origin, despite the fact that he had already gained social recog-
nition in the nation's capital: Papas Smith, 42.

55 How are we able to evaluate the accomplishments of the Greeks in the
American landscape? In response to this relevant question, we should recall Dan
Georgakas' comments: "In America, a Greek may become mayor of San Fran-
cisco, governor of Massachusetts, a member of either house of Congress, direc-
tor of the CIA, Ambassador to the United Nations, Vice-President of the United
States, and even a major party's presidential candidate": D. Georgakas, "The
Now and Future Greek America: Strategies for Survival," Journal of Modern Hel-
lenism, 21-22 (2004-2005): 3.
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Migrant Labor and its Implications on
a Small State: Contemporary Greece'

by KONSTANTINOS S. SKANDALIS, CONSTANTINE P.
DANOPOULOS, and PANAGIOTIS LIARGOVAS

Emigration is closely connected with the history of modern
Greece. Since achieving independence from the Ottoman Empire
in the late 1820s, the country has been a sender of migrant work-
ers to many parts of the world. A drastic change began taking place
in the early 1990s. Suddenly, Greece became the recipient of
migrants. This change from a country of emigration to a country
receiving migrants followed developments in its economy and
beyond. For a small country of less than 11 million people, unac-
customed to receiving large groups of migrants, the experience has
had profound economic, social, human rights, and security impli-
cations. The following pages will profile the nature and extent of
recent migration into Greece and will analyze its economic, social,
and national security implications. Besides drawing conclusions,
the final section will deal with human rights concerns and how the
Greek state has responded to the phenomenon of migratory work-
ers on its shores.

Caught unprepared, Greek authorities have had difficulty
accumulating reliable, up-to-date data on migration—a problem
compounded by the fact that many of the migrants are undocu-
mented. Official statistics can account for the number of legal
migrants, but not those who entered illegally. Greek newspapers
have access to multiple sources of information, including the

KONSTANTINOS S. SKANDALIS is a PhD Candidate in Economics at the
University of Peloponnese, Tripolis, Greece. CONSTANTINE P. DANOPOU-
LOS is Professor of Political Science at San Jose State University, San Jose,
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at the University of Peloponnese, Tripolis, Greece.
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police, the coast guard, and various migrant communities. Such
data published in the newspapers tends to be more complete,
though not necessarily more reliable than that provided by official
sources.

Emigration: Brief Background

The small, rocky, and resource-poor independent Greece could
barely feed its unskilled and uneducated population. Thousands of
Greek men fled for Europe, Russia, and elsewhere in search of
employment. Emigration to the United States came much later,
with the first major wave of destitute migrants reaching the shores
of America in the 1890s. Greeks from Greece proper were joined
by thousands of their compatriots residing in "unredeemed" terri-
tories. From 1850 to 1908, for example, about 800,000 able bod-
ied men and their dependants opted for migration.

The Balkan War (1912-1913), which more than doubled
Greece's territory, followed in the 1920s by the influx of better-
educated and cosmopolitan Greeks from Asia Minor, laid the foun-
dations for a gradual improvement in the country's economic
fortunes. But the advent of World War II and the ensuing civil war
(1946-1949) leveled whatever progress had been made. Thou-
sands of people were forced to emigrate, often as political exiles,
Post-war Greece experienced three emigration/migration move-
ments that flowed in and out of the country. From 1945 to 1973,
nearly a million Greeks moved to the United States, Canada, Aus-
tralia, West Germany, and other nations in Europe and Latin
America. Greeks emigrated to escape unemployment, poverty, and
political repression. Russell King (Professor of Geography at the
University of Sussex) has observed that the Greeks migrants "func-
tioned in the same way as a 'reserve army of labor' for Northern
Europe's industries and labor needs in other low status employ-
ment sectors." 2

Following over two decades of substantial economic growth
following World War II, Greece's economy showed signs of
strength. Foreign aid and the remittances of sailors and Greeks liv-
ing abroad contributed to this economic upturn. As a result, the
country experienced some repatriation in the 1970s and 1980s.
During 1974-1985, approximately half of those who had emi-
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grated in the previous decades returned. Labor saturation in West
Germany and other northern European countries were partially
responsible for this development. By the mid-1980s, however, this
trend came to a halt, as did the need to leave the country. Rosetos
Fakiolas (Professor Emeritus at Greece's National Technical Uni-
versity—Ethnikon Metsovion Politechnio) summed up the situa-
tion thusly: "Both emigration from and return migration to
Greece reached insignificant levels and net migration marked close
to zero." 3

From Sender to Recipient: The Immigrant Avalanche

Greek economic fortunes began to show considerable improve-
ment following the country's accession to what is now called the
European Union (EU) in the early 1980s. Massive aid in the form
of "infrastructure building packages" enabled the country's econ-
omy to experience an economic boom. From the periphery of cap-
italism Greece progressed a few yards closer ro the center. The per
capita Gross National Product doubled in less'than a decade, from
about $6000 in the late 1980s to over 13,000 in 2002. 4 Education
levels went up and so did urbanization, upward mobility, and
expectations. Educated and urban Greeks refused to accept agri-
cultural or other low-paying jobs, such as domestic servants and
custodians. Worsening economic conditions and political insta-
bility in Africa and other parts of the developing world, and espe-
cially the demise of Communism in Easter Europe and the former
Soviet Union in the late 1980s-early 1990s, signaled the begin-
ning of change. 5 For the first time in its modern history, migrants
began to arrive in Greece "from African and Asian countries, and
after 1989, from East European countries." 6 Greece had suddenly
changed from a country of emigration to a country receiving
migrants.

The increase of migrants in Greece is staggering. In 1951, the
number of non-Greeks stood at 30,571. By 1971 it had gone up
to 92,568, and by 1991 had increased by another 80,000. Some
ten years later, in 1999, official records indicated that Greece's
population had increased by 180,000, of which 140,000 were
newly arrived foreigners, mainly Albanians.' To Ethnos, an Athens
daily, estimated that as many as 300,000 of the migrants were con-
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sidered undocumented aliens by the Greek government. 8 Others
thought that the number was triple or even quadruple that figure.

A number of the new arrivals were people of Greek back-
ground from the former Soviet Union and other eastern European
countries. These were given Greek citizenship and were quickly
absorbed into the work force. 9 But there are no accurate statistics
about either the total of legal migrants or the total number of ille-
gal migrants. A 2004 report, prepared by the Mediterranean
Immigration Observatory (MIO) of the Panteion University of
Athens, estimated that the combined number of legal and illegal
migrants was about 950,000. This means that over 10% of
Greece's current population consists of migrants. The overwhelm-
ing majority of them (about 80%) are between 15-64 years old."'
A much higher level is indicated by some sources. For example,
former Public Order Minister and PASOK Deputy Mihalis
Chrysohoidis said in an Antenna TV broadcast of October 15,
2007 that he thought the number could be close to 1.5 million.

The prestigious Athens daily Kathimerini asserts that with the
exception of Luxembourg, Greece has Europe's "highest percent-
age of illegal immigrants."" Citing European Commission
sources, the Greek press projects that by 2030 the number of first
and second-generation immigrants will reach 2.75 million. 12

Migration has been a factor in causing unemployment numbers to
go up among the locals, threatens to dilute the Greek identity and
cultural homogeneity, and presents security risks.' 3 Equally
important, the avalanche of migrants has overwhelmed the
nation's public education system unaccustomed to cultural, eth-
nic, religious, and linguistic diversity.

The migrant population is rather diverse, but Albanians con-
stitute by far the largest group. Geographic proximity, along with
a porous border and abhorrent economic and social conditions in
Albania, explain this phenomenon. Greece's need for cheap labor
as well as sentimental reasons also account for the large and grow-
ing presence of Albanians on Greek soil. MIO estimates that
63.2% of the migrants are of Albanian origin compared to 9.8 %
Bulgarians, 4.3% Romanians, and 3.4% Ukrainians. The remain-
der consists of Nigerians, Chinese, Egyptians, Pakistanis, Kurds
and a host of other nationalities."

Kathinterini concurs. In its January 24, 2003 edition, it
reported that over 65 % of foreigners living in the country are of
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Albanian origin, and two out of three are male. Nearly half (49.16
%) are high school graduates, 37.05% possessing elementary edu-
cation, but only 8.9% hold university diplomas.' 5 Kathimerini fur-
ther estimated that 48% of the migrants are married, 55% of them
are men, and 45% are women.' 6

The status of migrants is in limbo. MIO estimates that in
2004. fewer than half possess official guest worker permits, and
even those are for a short stay.'' Citing Ministry of the Interior offi-
cial statistics, the Institute of Immigration Policy (IIP) of the
Aegean University reports that in the same years only 198,374
such permits were issued to people representing 134 countries.'
It is nearly impossible for migrants to obtain Greek citizenship.
This includes those born on Greek soil. Antenna TV reported on
October 15 2007 that, since the early 1970s, fewer than 400 peo-
ple (excluding those from the former USSR of Greek heritage)
have been granted Greek citizenship.

Economics: Politics, Incentives, Consequences, and Prospects

Albanians are one of the oldest national groups in the Balkan
peninsula. Albania self-rule came in 1913, but more than half of
those that consider themselves Albanians continued to live in adja-
cent territories outside the jurisdiction of the Tirana government.
The situation remains largely unchanged as of 2008. Poor and
politically unstable, the country was occupied by Italian and Ger-
man forces during World War II. Resistance to occupation paved
the way for the Communists under Enver Hoxha to take control of
the country and establish a totalitarian dictatorship.

The regime, which survived the death of its founder in 1985,
lasted until the early 1990s. Before then, along with North Korea,
Albania was one of the closed, xenophobic regimes in the world.
Travel was prohibited and so was the ownership of private cars.
Religion was not merely suppressed, it was declared illegal. Striv-
ing for self-sufficiency, Hoxha and his colleagues discouraged com-
merce, made it illegal for Albanians to possess foreign currency,
and punished severely any would-be opposition. Forced labor
camps were common, earning the country the dubious distinction
as being the "Gulag of the Balkans." Albania was the last of the
Communist regimes to fall. Only at that point were outsiders able
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to realize the magnitude of the problems that had been created by
the Communist regime. In 1992, a year or two after the end of
communism, fewer than 5 % of Albanians owned telephones and
the per capita income was a mere $600.' 9 The situation has
improved somewhat, but Albania and Moldova, remain Europe's
two poorest countries.

These circumstances explain why droves of Albanians seek to
emigrate.. Geographic proximity through a porous common bor-
der makes Greece an attractive choice. Although political and
social factors are major considerations toward migration, Albani-
ans migrate into Greece primarily because of economic reasons.
The same is true for other people from the former Eastern Bloc,
parts of the Middle East, Africa and Southeast Asia. Furthermore,
a significant wage disparity between the sending and receiving
countries triggers additional migration.

In general, "the wages earned in Greece are about four to six
times higher than those that might be earned at home in Alba-
nia." 2° Similar conditions prevail as far as migrants of other nation-
alities are concerned. In order to obtain higher paying jobs and
superior living conditions, ambitious but destitute Albanians,
Bulgarians, and others accept the risks of no longer residing and
working in their own country. Despite the negative outcomes of
subsisting within a foreign country, remaining in poverty, and fac-
ing negative sentiment from Greek society, a cost/benefit analysis
would favor migratory movement into Greece.

Most migrants tend to be more educated and skilled compared
to the average citizen in their home countries. Most migrants
believe that, due to an unyielding resistance by entrenched upper
and working class Greeks, ambitious, educated individuals never
receive opportunities to ameliorate their economic and social sta-
tus. Educated Albanian groups "which were traditionally pro-
tected in Albania, such as students, now seem to live on the
margins of Albanian society and fall victim to clandestine labor
markets and even trafficking in their home country[;} as a conse-
quence, they experience a loss of economic citizenship which is only
compounded further if they migrate." 2 j

The majority of migrants are faced with limited choices and
opportunities at home, circumstances that perpetuate a labor
migration into Greece that "can be conceptualized as a movement
of people who are part of a global ideological chain that consumes
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and is actively involved in seeking the new life-style that the mar-
ket economy has created." 22 Furthermore, the majority of
migrants can be favorably categorized as "self-selected migrants"
who are inclined to be more ambitious, entrepreneurial, and
aggressive than individuals choosing to remain in their home
country. 23

As Albanians, Bulgarians and others migrate daily into
Greece, the receiving country is inevitably provided with a high
labor supply, especially in unskilled or low skilled labor. Nonethe-
less, Greek society matches the foreign labor supply with a soar-
ing demand in unskilled labor. The high labor demand is due to a
sundry of factors. Primarily, the supply of Greek unskilled labor
"has decreased sharply because of rising educational achieve-
ments." 24 As a result, most Greeks desire an esteemed, high-
skilled profession rather than a low-skilled job that pays minimal
wages. Moreover, a large portion of the output in the Greek econ-
omy is "still produced in small family firms and households that
apply labor-intensive production methods, use low- and middle-
level technology, and utilize mostly indigenous resources." 25

In addition, capital owners and managers employed in high
technology sectors also "generate a demand for hotel, catering,
entertainment, domestic, and other services, largely based on
unskilled and low-skill labor." 26 Other factors fueling a high
Greek labor demand include the increase of labor participation
among women in high-skilled professions, an increasing amount
of Greek citizens over the age of seventy, limited participation of
men in housework, and a rise of employment opportunities in agri-
culture, tourism, and construction. Greek low-skilled labor can be
mainly characterized as temporal, seasonal, and low-paying work.
Desperate for employment and economic vitality, migrants are
more than "willing to be geographically mobile and to be flexible
with regard to working practices and wages." 27 They now consti-
tute a huge portion of the Greek labor force and are major con-
tributors to the growing Greek economy.

Despite the country's stringent migration policies, Greek
employers met the high demand for unskilled labor by hiring ille-
gal migrants. This has resulted in an extremely lucrative under-
ground economy. According to several estimates, the larger
"underground economy accounts for over 30 per cent of total eco-
nomic activity, while 16 and 20 per cent of the labor employed in
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the country is unregistered." 28 Greek employers benefit
immensely from hiring undocumented migrants. In doing so,
employers avoid paying higher wages to native-Greek workers, as
well as evading social security taxes. As a result, most unregistered
migrants find themselves working in low-skilled industries, such
as construction and agriculture. By 1996, construction repre-
sented "just under 50 per cent of legal employment of aliens, with
an additional estimated comparable number in clandestine
employment."29 Other professions in the Greek underground
economy include domestic services, tourism and catering, garment
making, custodial, and street vending.

Although significantly higher than income accrued at home,
wages paid to migrant workers by exploitative Greek employers
remain low. Frasetos Fakiolas estimates that "the pay of legal
immigrants is 15-20 percent lower than that paid to their Greek
counterparts doing the same type of work." This drives labor cost
down by "25 to 45 percent because employers do not pay insur-
ance and other fringe benefits that are required to provide for
Greek employees." 30 As an abundant supply of labor further low-
ers wages, migrants are only able to muster a daily income that
barely meets subsistence levels.

Albanians are the most poorly paid of the newcomers. Alban-
ian domestic workers "sometimes get only half the wage received
by a Filipina doing the same job." 31 Furthermore, on occasion,
Albanian workers receive no pay at all for their duties and "become
victims of blackmail by employers who threaten to report them to
the police." 32 Migrants do become more selective as they learn to
speak the Greek language and locate favorable labor opportunities,
but they continue to be marginalized within the Greek labor force.
A recent study found that migrant contribution to annual GNP
growth is between 1.3 to 1.5%, 33

Educational and Social Implications

The short- and long-term real and potential social implica-
tions of the migrant influx are no less profound. Citing
2002-2003 figures, IIP reports that out of a total of 1,460.464
students enrolled in primary and secondary public schools, 98,241
were children of immigrant parents. The largest concentrations
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were reported at the preschool (6.9 %), elementary (8.6%), and
junior high (6.9 %) levels. In 1997, the number of foreign stu-
dents registered to attend elementary school for the first time
stood at 4,026 pupils. By 2002 the number increased to 14,140.
The study reports that of the 89,241 immigrants students, 69,880
were born in Albania, 2,873 in Bulgaria, 2,130 in the Republic of
Georgia, 2.075 in Russia, and 1,488 in Ukraine. An additional
10,292 are Greek born "foreigners." 34

Greek newspapers provide complementary, though not neces-
sarily more reliable data. For instance, Ta Nea reports that one out
of ten students attending elementary and secondary school are for-
eigners, more than 80 % of them Albanian immigrants. The same
source states that out of 100,000 births per year, more than 15,000
involve documented and illegal migrants, mostly Albanians. The
majority of migrants are concentrated in the greater Athens area
and other urban centers. This is reflected in the student popula-
tion In some parts of the country "the presence of pupils of immi-
grant background, and whose native language in not Greek,
approaches 35 percent." 35 In the 1996-1997 school year, for
instance, the number of such students increased from 47,700 to
67,200. 36 These trends are likely to accelerate in view of the fact
that the overwhelming majority of migrants are young (25  14
years of age), and the birth among Greeks has fallen dramatically
to a near zero growth rate.

Given the near chaotic state of reliable statistics, it cannot be
ascertained how many school-age youngsters forgo school alto-
gether, either out of fear or the need to work to supplement the
family income. Little data exists on what percentage of migrant
students complete primary and secondary education or how their
performance compares to that of their indigenous counterparts.
Likewise, it is unknown what the dropout rate is, whether it is
higher among certain groups, or if it is gender related. IIP find-
ings show that the overwhelming number of "foreign students"
arrive in Greece at a very young age. The same study indicates that
the difference in academic performance of foreign born with those
born on Greek soil is negligible. 37

Inter-pupil relations appear to be good and few incidents of
conflict between migrant and Greek students have been reported.
The IIP study suggests that Greek students seem more open than
their parents when it comes to sharing classroom facilities with
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their migrant counterparts. But the sentiment among parents is
very different. Citing a UNICEF report on Greece, IIP states the
majority of parents support the idea that "foreign students" should
be schooled in separate classrooms. i 8 Two issues appear at the heart
of parent attitudes. The fist relates to the teaching of the Ortho-
dox religion as a required subject in primary and secondary
schools. Requiring religious instruction to migrant students
whose religious background is different raises issues of religious
freedom of expression, and other civil liberties protected by the
Greek constitution and European Union laws.

Another issue involves carrying of the national flag on national
holidays. According to Greek law, that honor goes to the student
with the highest grade point average. When the valedictorian is
an Albanian or another migrant student, many parents object to
having a foreigner carry the nation's banner. These and other issues
add to classroom difficulties that challenge teachers who feel
unprepared for the task. The IIP study reports that nearly 88% of
elementary and secondary school teachers who teach classes with a
substantial number of migrant students are unprepared for the
task and feel the need for specialized training. 39 Such help is hard
to come by as Greek universities have virtually no experience and
offer very little in the area of multi-cultural education.

Problems in education are also reflected in the social status of
adult immigrants. Low wages paid to migrants force them to
reside in ephemeral housing and squalid living conditions.
Migrants hired in the Greek rural sector wander nomadically
across the country in search of available labor opportunities. These
migrants are often partly paid in the form of accommodation and
shelter that represents a "parallel relegation to the most marginal
and rejected housing spaces in cities." 4° Similarly, migrants hired
in the urban sector are also subjected to instable housing security
and reside in poor and dilapidated dwellings. Multiple city dis-
tricts are home to Albanian and other migrants who habitually
change residencies because of capricious and arbitrary housing
contracts, as well as police suspicion. In Athens, the capital of
Greece, 60% of migrants have "experienced at least one change of
address since their arrival in [city], and a third have lived at five or
more addresses."41 Nonetheless, large urban centers remain popu-
lar destinations of settlement for new migrants. Athens, and to a
lesser extent Thessaloniki, Greece's second largest city, house the
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highest concentration. Indeed, 40% of the country's poor live in
these two large urban centers.

Athens attracts many migrants because the capital presents a
wide range of employment opportunities as well as a big-city atmos-
phere that promotes anonymity of life, which in turn lowers the
chances of arrest and deportation. Many town squares within the city
limits, including the center of downtown, are used by migrants as
places of meeting and socializing where various information and
opportunities of employment are shared among individuals.
Although the capital offers an array of activities for foreigners, the
usual available residencies for most male migrants in Athens are
limited to handful of derelict districts.. These neighborhoods are
characterized by squalor and corroded buildings. During the pri-
mary stages of migration into Athens, most migrants lived in old
hotels, "in certain squares, in underground and railway stations, and
in abandoned or semi-derelict properties dotted around the city."'
The scene in Thessaloniki displays similar patterns.

As immigrants accumulated into the old, dilapidated Athen-
ian city districts, Greek citizens began avoiding the areas and
marked the neighborhoods as being infested by crime and poverty.
A thoughtful study of, central Athens notes that it incorporates
"several districts with a relatively high degree of concentration of
immigrants; these areas are also increasingly characterized by pros-
titution, drug-trafficking, criminality, degraded accommodation
and poor-quality infrastructure. There has been a significant drop
in land and dwelling prices in recent years and a growing degree
of abandonment and de-gentrification in these districts." 43 Thus,
social exclusion, as well as negative Greek sentiment toward
migrants, inflames inter-group and intra-group relations.

In all forms and expressions, Greek citizens have developed a
perception of the migrants that promotes a national identity that
"is about 'Us and Them'; it creates boundaries which distinguish
the in-group, the national community, from those outside, the for-
eigners."44 The Albanians bear the brunt of these attitudes. Many
Greek civilians believe that Albanian migrants impinge on the
Greek social fabric and Hellenic identity. One post-modernist the-
orist posits that Greek national community is "primarily imag-
ined." Therefore, " its reality lies in its members' perceptions of
the vitality of their culture and their common belonging. Immi-
grants who do not share the cultural and identity codes of the
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nation pose a threat to it." 45 . Even an ethnic Greek-Albanian
woman residing in Athens described Albanian immigrants as
" 'uncivilized, barbarians[;) they steal, lie, and cheat." 46 Despite
the fact that these negative sentiments are not share by the major-
ity of the Greeks, the criminal behavior of a minority of Albanian
migrants has fuelled this type of social attitudes.

In order to endure marginalization from Greek civilians,
Albanian migrants have formed social networks. The building and
reinforcement of networks "are crucial for the individual's survival,
[especially) as an illegal immigrant." 47 Stemming from chain
migration, social bonding provides Albanian migrants with a
sense of community, an increase of social capital, alleviation from
economic and health problems, and easier access to employment.
Furthermore, social networks serve as strong protection from the
police. Despite residing in areas of high criminality, "residential
groupings of immigrants offer security and respond more success-
fully in cases of emergency." 48 Social networks allow Albanians to
escape the reality of negative Greek sentiment and mistreatment.

Although social networking enables migrants to temporarily
lessen the perils of racism and discrimination, it reinforces mar-
ginalization. Social exclusion is not only fostered by differences in
Greek and migrant residencies, but "also in the destruction of
Albanians' ability to establish and maintain networks of con-
sumption and ethnic communication." 49 As a result, Albanian and
other migrants have failed to properly assimilate into Greek soci-
ety. In addition to futile attempts of assimilation, the growing
Greek perception of Albanians as "criminals" has sparked police
raids on the migrants' places of residence and accommodation,
especially in Athens. The Athenian police have started a campaign
to criminalize migrant rights to private-home ownership. Depor-
tations of illegal Albanian migrants have risen annually. The
removal of migrants can also be seen as part of a wider strategy to
regenerate the center of Athens. The view of migrants as "polluters
of the city" reflects the new stratification politics of urban centers,
in which the migrant is "swept under the carpet" in an attempt to
create a city without any visible signs of migrant presence. 5 °
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Security Concerns

In traditional Cold War thinking security was perceived and
defined strictly in terms of national sovereignty and focused "on
material capabilities and the use and control of military forces by
states."" The end of the Cold War and the advent of terrorism have
changed our perceptions of national security. Terrorist threats, the
illicit activities of drug cartels, illegal immigration, crime, human
trafficking, and prostitution constitute a greater threat to the secu-
rity of many states today than invasion by a neighboring hostile
state. Among other things, such developments challenge the
state's capacity to protect its borders, control domestic violence,
and collect and distribute resources. Concerns about national iden-
tity in the wake of globalization also are cited as security threats.
Professors Ole Waever, Paul Roe, Barry Buzan and others refer to
this as societal security. In Weaver's mind, societal security "is con-
cerned about threats to a society's identity (if a society loses its
identity it will not survive as a society . . . .[ Societal security} is
about situations when societies perceive a threat in identity
terms." 52 Roe concurs, stating that a society feels insecure when its
"ability to reproduce its traditions and way of life" is threatened. 53

The Greek landscape exemplifies many of these security con-
cerns. The country's border patrol and other law enforcement
authorities concede the difficulties they encounter keeping illegal
aliens from entering the country. The same officials doubt the reli-
ability of official data. The country's topography, corruption, lack
of adequate resources, and the clever tactics of smugglers—not to
mention the sheer number, desperation, and persistence of would
undocumented migrants—are some of the major interdiction
impediments. Even the number of successes tells a great deal about
the magnitude of the problem. For example, citing official sources,
Kathimerini notes that from early 2000 to the end of 2002, the
coast guard and other interdiction authorities reported "736 ille-
gal entry incidents, apprehended 114,454 illegal entrants and 344
smugglers, and confiscated 216 boats and other smuggling vehi-
cles ." 54 The Greek authorities fear that troubles in Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan would propel new and larger waves of
illegal migration to Greece. On October 30, 2007, a government
spokesman stated that during the month of September (2007)
13,151 illegal migrants entered the country. Foreign Minister
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Dora Bakogianni underscored the need for greater coordination at
the EU level to meet the crisis, asserting: "Greece cannot afford
any more immigrants." 5 5

The rural and tranquil Greece of previous decades has changed
dramatically. Crime has increased substantially, as has the use of
drugs and other illegal substances. The country has become a crit-
ical link in human trafficking and sexual exploitation of young
women from former Eastern Bloc counties. Although in most
cases, the ringmasters of these despicable acts are Greeks, the
majority of the footwork is done by migrants, mainly Albanians.
Police in Athens and provincial towns have reported numerous
incidents of migrants—mostly Albanians—involved in theft,
break-ins, beatings, and even the killing of business proprietors
and homeowners. The elderly living in remote parts of the coun-
tryside tend to be a special target. Indicative of this state of affairs
is Athens' Omonia Square. Once a favored meeting place of prom-
enading Athenians and their families, the square currently is
referred to as "new Tirana" and has been turned into a polyglot
Mecca of illicit drugs, prostitution, and other forms of crime.

Finally, the issue of identity loss is high on the agenda of
Greece's powerful Orthodox Church and other conservative forces.
The Church believes that the country's most salient security issue
is loss of identity, which is severe enough to threaten the nation's
very survival. The root of the problem, as they see it, is "dechris-
tianization" of the society in the face of the avalanche of foreign
and mainly non-Christian migrants. Before his death, the head of
the Church, Archbishop Christodoulos, held politicians responsi-
ble for the country's social ills. The outspoken and highly verbose
prelate derided politicians as Evroligourides (Eurocravers), and
lamented their servility and inferiority complex toward foreigners.
Led by the Archbishop, the Church successfully resisted plans to
build a mosque and a Muslim cultural center on the outskirts of
Athens that would have served the religious needs of Pakistani,
Albanian, Egyptian, and other Muslim migrants. Thessaloniki has
no mosque either. Although the Church avoids naming the Alba-
nians, it is nevertheless clear that Albanians are viewed as the main
culprits. This climate has given rise to anti-immigrant groups and
a xenophobic political party (LAOS), which took part in the Sep-
tember 16, 2007 elections and gained representation in the Greek
parliament. With the passing of Christodoulos in early 2008, the
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Church appears to have taken a step back from nationalistic and
populist rhetoric. Under the leadership of the new archbishop,
Ieronymos, the church is far less inclined to get involved in poli-
tics and emphasizes, instead, its social and philanthropic mission.

State Response and Human Rights Concerns

Owing to its lack of experience, the Greek state was not pre-
pared to deal with the migration phenomenon. That citizenship in
Greece is based on ethnic and not civic considerations further com-
plicated the state's response. In short, no method was devised for
a migrant to become a legal immigrant. Instead, the government
passed laws aiming to restrict migration and set working-permit
conditions. The first law on migration was passed in 1994, and "Its
main objective has been to prevent the entry of undocumented
immigrants and to facilitate the expulsion of those already present
by simplifying expulsion procedures." 56 In 1997, a new law was
adopted outlining the conditions and requirements for the issuing
of working permits. The 1997 law provided for two types of per-
mits: the White Card and the Green Card. The White Card, a six-
month, renewable working permit, is issued to those who can
demonstrate that they have "a potential work contact with a spe-
cific employer." 57 The Green Card, a five-year renewable permit, is
issued to a foreign worker who can prove that "he/she has been in
Greece for five years and has the necessary means to sustain him-
self/herself." 58

Although the law protects family members from expulsion, it
does not grant any political or other rights to foreign workers and
lacks provisions for attainting citizenship. After fifteen years of
residence (excluding years of study) and ten years of social insur-
ance contributions, a permit of indefinite duration can be granted.
By opting for a policy of "ethnic preferences," the Greek state has
put citizenship beyond the reach of Albanian and other migrant
workers." These indicate the country "is still unclear how it
wishes to deal with immigration." 6"

Amnesty International, in its yearly report of 2008, criticized
Greece for having done little to guarantee migrants their basic
human rights. The report concluded that most migrants still live
in limbo. The report also noted what might be termed inhuman
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treatment of migrants. In that regard, the Greek press featured a
number of articles in October 2007 that documented the rough
treatment accorded to people attempting to enter the country by
Greek authorities, particularly the coast guard. The Athens daily
Eleftherotypia reported that the maltreatment some refugees
received was hair-raising and could even include outright torture. 61

A survey sponsored by the EU that was conducted by the
British-based Migration Policy Group explored the status of
migrants in twenty-eight EU countries. The study was divided
into six broad areas of concern: acquisition of citizenship, partici-
pation in the political process, access to employment, family
reunion, racial discrimination, and long-term resident/work per-
mits. Eleftherotypia summarized the findings that were less than
encouraging for migrants in Greece. Regarding access to citizen-
ship, Greece and Austria, were at the bottom. Citizenship is
beyond the reach of even second-generation migrants. Greece also
holds the dubious distinction of having the highest fee (1,500
Euros).for those applying for citizenship.

Migrant participation in the political process is termed "non-
existent." Greece shares last place with Lithuania and Latvia. The
results in the area of employment access are equally discouraging.
Greece along with Malta, Poland, and Latvia are the most restric-
tive. This can push guest workers into illegal and illicit activities,
including prostitution. Family unification is also "unfavorable,"
even for those migrants that possess long-term work permits.
Income requirements are so high that very few migrants can clear
the hurdle. Greece ranks fifth from the bottom as far as this indi-
cator is concerned. The survey finds that the country has an "ade-
quate" record (middle of the pack) in the areas of its
anti-discriminatory legislation and establishment of legal rights
for extended work permits. The report notes, however, that poor
implementation of the relevant legislation, inadequate enforce-
ments by courts, high fees, and horrendous bureaucratic red tape
negate the letter and the spirit of relevant laws. The report points
out that "to this day, not a single long-term permit has been
issued." 62 Concurring with the EU report, Professor George
Katrougalos of the University of Thrace told Kathimerini the even
though Greek legislation on migration conforms to EU require-
ments, "There is substantial deficits in the way the law is imple-
mented." 63 Under pressure from the EU, the Greek government
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announced on November 12, 2007 that it will introduce legisla-
tion to address the situation. It is too early to tell that if the prom-
ise materializes and what the purported legislation will look like.

Owing to increasing unemployment among the young, who
nevertheless refuse to accept low-paying and prestige-lacking jobs,
the state is under pressure from various social groups, including
the powerful Orthodox Church, to restrict and/or expel migrant
laborers. At the same time, state authorities face pressures from
employers who have come to depend on cheap migrant labor. In
any case, the porous Greek-Albanian frontier and lax enforcement
of laws make it possible for those expelled to return in a few days,
and new migrants to join them. In this bifurcated environment
"the migrant is transformed into 'an experimental agent' who,
unable to control his/her economic environment, becomes part of
a globalized unification process 'free' of community union or skill
constraint In other words, migration is the political experience of
both the shrinking social rights and of the modification of labor
into a power container that functions according to world market
necessities." 61

Parting Observations

Migrants have diversified the once largely homogeneous Greek
population unaccustomed to having "foreigners" in its midst. The
majority of the migrant workers in Greece intend to stay, and the
Greek state needs to confront that issue sooner rather than later.
Greek society needs to look at migration not as a transient phe-
nomenon, but a reality that it has to embrace and live with, this
includes important social institutions, such as the powerful Ortho-
dox Church. The nation's political, entrepreneurial, religious, and
intellectual elites need to come up with ways that would allow the
migrants to become immigrants who can incorporate themselves
into Greek society without causing major disruptions Assimila-
tion can be beneficial to both the indigenous citizens and
migrants. What is needed is a long-term state strategy rather than
haphazard and uncoordinated responses. The challenge is great,
but the potential benefits even greater.
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The Greek Cleric Diaspora:
The Case of the Sinai Monastery Book

by AIMILIANOS SIDERIS

The Monastery Book is a source of information about the total
population of monks at the monastery, as well as each monk indi-
vidually. It is a particular kind of archival source, considering it is
not found in every monastery and that each Monastery Book
claims the originality of its singular writing, a fact translated as
exclusivity of the saved copy.

The Monastery Book I present here comes from the Monastery
of Sinai. The Sacred and Imperial Monastery of the God-Trodden
Mount of Sinai (also referred to as Saint Catherine's Monastery) was
erected by the Byzantine Emperor Justinian in the early 6th cen-
tury C.E. It is found in the area where Moses is believed to have
received the Ten Commandments, and to this day boasts an enor-
mous collection of codices and manuscripts from Mediterranean
and Middle-Eastern areas.

The Sinai Monastery Book, covering over a century
(1862-1989) of clerical activity, is a 142-sheet register kept at the
monastery's library. While its form is not standardized, its pages
include information and data of demographic and social interest.
This study comes from an interdisciplinary approach to present irs
content, fleshing out the monks' personal histories and the text's
historical evolution, while placing particular emphasis on the lan-
guage use in the register.

The register consists of two parts. The first part covers a period
of over a century, up to 1973. Its recorded testimonies provide
allow an ensuing credible account of the monastic experience. The
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second part covers a much shorter period of time, from 1974 to
1989. The texts in this part are extremely brief, recording strictly
the names of the monks, the time of their voluntary entry and their
withdrawal (when necessary) from the Monastery.

Each monk is accorded a small number of pages, where he
records for himself his personal data, registering his demographic
and social characteristics. Hence, information is given about the
place and the time of his birth, his name of christening, his edu-
cational status, his original profession, and the reasons that led
him to begin his "journey" until his permanent and voluntary
admission to the monastery. The registers attest to the vibrancy of
the Greek cleric diaspora. By the term "Greek cleric diaspora" I
refer to the presence and passages from one place to another and
the function of members of the Greek Orthodox tradition, under
several capacities beyond Greek borders.

As we leaf through the Monastery Book, we follow the monk's
course in the practice of several ministrations from the first ordi-
nation to the last stage of his consequential development. In the
new curriculum vitae, constituting an addition and at the same
time a reformulation of the old one, the new name by which each
monk is admitted in the Monastery and the new activities he
assumes are stated along with the original vocational status.
Finally, in the case of voluntary withdrawal from the Monastery,
the reasons that led to such a decision are recorded grosso modo.

Every biographical registration is among other things a story,
maybe a vision, often framed by a petition to his "Brothers in
Christ" or a prayer about the eternal preservation of the monastery.
It is signed at the end by the author of the registration.

FIRST PERIOD (1862-1973)

A. The monastery's population

In total ninety monks entered the Monastery during this
period. The majority (71 persons or 79%) stayed there until their
natural death. A small number of monks (7 persons or 8%) were
transferred to other dependencies of the Sinai Monastery, inside
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and outside Greece and Egypt, as well as in Asia and Europe. A
small number (9 persons or 10%) voluntarily abandoned monastic
life to resume life in the secular world. The smallest number (3
persons or 3%) was banned from the monastery, accused of being
"scandalous," "ungrateful," or even "intriguers."

The majority of those people who found themselves at the
Monastery of Sinai came with the consent of their parents, because
they "desired to assume the monastic garb" from a very young age.
Indeed, some of them were given away by their parents as "ser-
vants" to other monks and remained there. Very few are reported
as coming up against their families' refusal in order to realize their
personal choice to leave secular life for good and dedicate them-
selves to monastic life.

In the Sinai Monastery Book there are quite a few human
tragedies reported, weighing decisively at some people's determi-
nate decision to choose monasticism. Their decision to leave the
secular world had a variety of causes. Quite often these involved
financial failure; psychological shock caused by historical circum-
stances (the Cretan Revolution in 1889 or the Second World War
in 1940), disastrous natural phenomena (the steamship wreck of
Suez in 1901 or the 1953 earthquake at Eptanese), and the state of
being orphaned or widowed. Table 1 illustrates the age at which
these people chose monastic life (where reported).

Table 1
Age at the time of choice of monastic life

10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-50 50+ Total

4	 9	 31	 15	 12	 4	 —	 8
	

83

Forty-six of the 83 monks (55%) whose age is mentioned,
chose monastic life when they were 20-30 years old. This number
is followed by the age category of 30-35, with a percentage of
14.5%. As for the two extreme age categories, 10-15 years and
over 50, they have a percentage of 4.8% (4 cases) and 9.6% (8
cases) in total, with distinctly different motives. Young ages
(10-15 years) embrace monastic life by inclination or having taken
a vow to do so, starting from Kykkos Monastery in Cyprus. Older
ages (50+), on the other hand, often assume "the monastic garb,
knowing by experience the vanity of the world."'
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B. Geographic origin

Most monks were from the Aegean islands, the Dodecanese, the
Eptanese, Cyprus and Euvoia. Few of them came from continental
Greece (Epirus, Grevena, Peloponnese), or Asia Minor (Constan-
tinople, Tbilisi, Ionia, Cesme, Smyrna, Cappadocia, Alatsata). Even
fewer were first and second generation settlers from Egypt (Alexan-
dria, Cairo). A small minority, however, came from Suez, Raithu of
Cairo, Jerusalem, Hagion Oros and the Kykkos Monastery of
Cyprus, where they served as novices. Nevertheless, reading the
indicative ritual phrase "the secular homeland of the above priest-
monk is Kranidion of Ermioni in Argolis. Our Lord knows what
his heavenly homeland will be" about Monk Nathaniel, we can per-
ceive the implied distinction between secular and spiritual world,
as space and places, as well as the obvious primacy of the latter. As
Table 2 demonstrates the monks show a noteworthy geographic
mobility before and particularly after their ordination.

Table 2
The Monks' Routes

Number
of sites

Greece
and Sinai

Outside Greece
Greece and Sinai

Inside/outside
Greece and Sinai	 Total

1

2 17 10 27

3 3 8 9 20

4 4 9 13

5 2 6 8

6 2 8 10

7 1 5 6

8 4 4

9
10 1 1

11
12 1 1

Total 20 27 43 90
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They travelled very frequently inside and outside of Greece.
Almost half of them (43 out of 90 or 47.8%) had been to three to
twelve different places, following the path of a wide network
beyond national and language borders. Few of them (20 out of 90
or 22.3%) went from their homeland straight to Sinai or with just
one layover. A slightly large number (27 out of 90 or 30%) started
their journey outside Greece (Cyprus, Egypt, Asia Minor) and
arrived at Sinai after having travelled to two to seven different
places.

C. The educational status

The educational status of the monks can be described as aver-
age. Most of them seem to have completed some or all of the grades
of elementary school in their homelands. Despite the high level of
knowledge provided at the three-grade school of the time, this was
far from cognitive adequacy. Some of the monks seem to have
taken lessons in Byzantine music. A small number had graduated
from the Varvakeion Secondary School in Athens and the Avero-
feion Secondary School in Alexandria. Others had attended the
Ampeteios School of Cairo next to the "great house of the Tzou-
vania Sinai Monastery."A very few had attended the Athens
Rizareios School and the Zossimaia School at Ioannina. Two
monks, one of whom is reported to have traveled to Germany for
further studies, had completed their studies at the Halki Seminary.
Only two monks seem to have completed their studies at the The-
ological School of Athens and Thessaloniki.

D. Vocational activities

The wide range of vocations and activities before their perma-
nent integration in the life of the Monastery explicitly indicates
the social-class origin of the monks. With the exception of the
novice named "Isaiah," son of a doctor, all the others came from
families of low social stratum. The majority belongs to the fol-
lowing vocational categories: farmers, shepherds, artisans (shoe-
makers, cigarette-makers), shop assistants (at candy stores, grocery
stores, hotels), and warehouse workers. There is one sailor who
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traveled and worked as a shoemaker in Smyrna, Constantinople,
Syria, Palestine and Egypt, before looking for a spiritual—refuge at
the Monastery. Finally, there are some monks with more "intellec-
tual" activities; a teacher at the Greek schools of Ankara, a Reader
of the Sacrosanct Grave, a lay clerk of the Beni Suef Community
and a professor at the Seminary of Tinos.

INTEGRATION INTO THE MONASTERY

Following the approval of the Holy Synod or the Sinai Depen-
dency was the beginning practice for one's integration into the
monastery. This process lasted for at least two years. This was the
period of the novitiate where every novice monk was tested, as well
as testing, his strength and his decision to be integrated. During
this period he assumed several ministrations (tasks) in the context
of the monastery's efficient function and development.

Verger, baker, sexton and custodian of the Garden of Hammam
at F inikona (Palm Garden) of the Raithu Monastery of the Sinai
Dependency in Cairo, are all recorded in the Monastery Book as
the most common activities reserved for the novices.

In due time and after successfully performing all ministra-
tions, a novice was ordained as a monk. At this stage, the first name
was changed and the monk was integrated into the monastic com-
munity. The names that occur in the Sinai Monastery Book are the
following:

• Aaron, Agathangelos, Ambrosius, Amphilochius, Artemius
• Basil
• Callistratos, Claudius, Cleop, Christophorus, Chrysanthus,

Chrysostomus
• Damascenus, Damianos
• Eustathios, Epiphanios, Eumenios, Euthymios
• Gabriel
• Isaiah
• Jacob
• Meletios, Makarios
• Nathaniel, Neophytus, Nile, Nicodemus
• Paissios, Panaretos, Polycarpus
• Synesios, Sofronios
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• Theodosius, Theofylaktos, Theokletos

The renaming of the monks was necessary, a rule bypassed only
in very rare cases. In the Monastery Book presented here, only two
monks kept their given names: Monk Dionysius, ordained in 1939
at the chapel of Hagia Vatos, and Monk Ilias, ordained in 1949,
after having climbed to the Monastery on foot from the Depen-
dency of Cairo. It also seems that Monk Dionysius was extremely
content with the honor made to him and his name, as he wrote in
his curriculum vitae referring to Archbishop Porphyrius III,
"There are no words to express my gratitude towards my beloved
Arch who accepted with pleasure my given name as it is".

The ordination to Deacon follows. It is a position from which
the monk can supervise the Monastery as manciple and assumes
responsibility as Prior of the Monastery and the Dependency. Dur-
ing this progression, the monks may assume several offices (a kind
of commendation or distinction), for example the office of a Proto-
syngelos (Dean of the Clergy) or Protos Agathangelos.

A typical case is that of Amphilochius, turned over by his par-
ents in 1862, at the age of 18, as a servant to priest-monk Cor-
nelius of Gortynia, who served as manciple in the Dependency of
Sinai at Kalamata. In 1864 Amphilochuius left with him for Cairo
and became a novice under Archimandrite Ilarion up to 1866. In
1870 he was ordained as a monk and was renamed Amphilochius.
In 1873 he was ordained as a deacon in Tzouvania (a district of
Cairo where a dependency of the Sinai Monastery is found next to
the Ampeteios 2 school). In 1877 he was ordained archdeacon in
Kalamata and he supervised the monastery of Hypapante as man-
ciple up to 1890, when he returned to Cairo. Between 1890 and
1916 he served as manciple in the monastery of Saint Matthew in
Heraklion, Crete, at the Dependency of Constantinople and the
Dependency of Cyprus. Then he became Prior at the Dependency
of Tbilisi and the one in Kiev, where he supervised the renovation.
After the completion of the renovation at the dependency, the
watermill and the whole temple in 1906, he was ordained archi-
mandrite. In 1927, he died in old age at the hospital of Cairo.

There were other monks in Sinai who, in their long course, also
assumed and successfully carried through important projects for
the whole monastery. Monk Kallistos from Kerasounta, Asia
Minor, for instance, who was ordained a novice in 1877 and
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became deacon in 1880, supervised from 1902 the construction of
Saint Catherine at the top of the mount, a project that ran for 7
whole years of hard work and aggravating circumstances.

LINGUISTIC TESSERAE

Supplications and all kinds of prayers were recorded by the
Order of Sinai in the first period. These served as elements of cod-
ified linguistic patterns and constituted an ideal source of integra-
tion of the monks' language/speech in historical time and place.

In April 12, 1905, Holy Tuesday, Monk Eugenios from the
Sinai Dependency of Cairo, serving there as manciple, wrote: "I
confess that in my life as a Monk I never abided by monasticism;
on the contrary, I led and still lead a libertine, savage life, thus I
appeal to the infinite mercy of Gracious Lord, who grants me the
procurance of our patron saint, and the prayers of my Sinai broth-
ers in Christ, the forgiveness of whom I beg." Eugenios implores
for forgiveness from his Sinai brothers and the mercy of Gracious
Lord, placing himself in the present as well as the future, the life
that will follow his natural death.

Like Raithu, in May 13, 1905, Kallistratos closed his entry in
the Monastery Book by expressing his inmost desire that has an
irreducibly temporal dimension, " . . . as a devoted and honest
Sinai brother, I will devoutly and conscientiously serve my holy
Penance to my last breath."

All monks signing the Monastery Book expressed their wish
to prove "worthy of the monastic garb and devoted children of
their new Mother, this Holy Monastery, which the Lord eternally
guards" bringing the scholar before the concept of time 3 and eter-
nity, not just from a linguistic point of view, with the example of
the monks' worldly human life, but the everlasting, "eternal" exis-
tence of their new "Mother," the Monastery, as well.

We read further information about each monk and the overall
psychological atmosphere that seems to be cultivated at the
Monastery concerning time from a philosophical and linguistic
point of view, analyzing the "observations" at the margin of the
monastery book's pages. Thus, in November 19, 1909, we read
about Novice Kostis Stafylas, born in 1882, in the province of
Trikala, "Residing at the monastery for almost two years, he with-
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drew from it by his own will. After a six-month absence, he
returned and was accepted. He left again having loved the present
age." The monk's rather poetic expression, showed the order and
the precedence attributed to spiritual practice in the perspective
of eternity over secular life with its range limited by mortality.

Applying the narrative model proposed by Labov (1972) 4 , we
can study these notes as a narration of the monks' lives up to the
recent past. Having presented in their narrations the essential
information, as well as the way they were led to monasticism (ori-
entation) and their admission in the monastery as the point of
"complicating action" and "climax," the monks then renounced
the present age to dedicate themselves to eternity.

Their lives are presented in such a way that the sections of "res-
olution" and "coda" from the model are absent, since they are, at
the time of writing, yet to be experienced. Instead, there is a prayer
in their place as a closing note. This is either for the protection of
the Monastery or for the successful accomplishment of the monk's
mission. It is their last step before leaving the present age behind.

Thus, in the prayers closing the curricula vitae, the monks are
expected to prove their true dedication to Christian eternity.
Besides the promises to "devote the last drop of blood" to their
monastery, as well as ones for unremitting penance (first among
their new duties), the style of their language is particularly note-
worthy.

The ecclesiastical discourses is filled with metaphors and
imagery. We observe the divine taking the place of the everyday
and beloved. The Monastery becomes the mother, and God is
asked to protect the Monastery. The language employed by Monk
Ambrosius (secular name of Antonios Perakis, born in 1889 in
Crete) borrows/stresses elements from the ecclesiastical tradition
("orders of angels"), adapting them to his purpose and the new
reality surrounding him. Using his will power and the means
offered by the Church (beliefs, duties and language), the monk
closes his curriculum vitae leaving the impression of withdrawal
from this world as a final note.

SECOND PERIOD (1973-1989)

The analysis of this period's text has a different style and char-
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acter, partly due to the change in the mode of writing, although
this is not the sole reason. The curricula vitae of the monks are now
brief, stating their name, the exact time of their admission in the
monastery, the exact time and place of their ordination to a higher
office of the monastic "progress," as well as the exact time of vol-
untary withdrawal in the respective cases. No room is left for the
monks' personal histories, their "dreams" or their wishes.

The population of the Monastery during this period seems to
shrink significantly, consisting of 49 monks in total. Among
those, 25 (51%) permanently left the Monastery, 11 (22%) moved
to other dependencies, and 13 (27%), just one fourth of the origi-
nal number, remained at Sinai.

The low attendance of new novices at the Monastery and the
high participation of monks in voluntary withdrawal raise impor-
tant issues. The changes may reflect less the attitude of monks and
more about the historical period. Placing faith in the rules at a
time that seems ever changing makes monasticism "a species
threatened with extinction." The Monastery Book shows that vol-
untary admissions were fewer and fewer. So, too, are the voluntary
performances of services to the Monastery by the monks—services
needed for its preservation in eternity.

The form of presentation in the Monastery Book observed
from December 1973 onwards coincides with the accession of
Damianos, as archbishop at the Archdiocese of Sinai, a position he
holds to this day, The neo-Orthodox movement that appeared in
Greece after the overthrow of military dictatorship (1974), a
movement combined with the necessary retreatism with the goal
to dominate in the spiritual life of the country, 6 seems to have
affected other monasteries—the Monasteries of Hagion Oros, for
instance—more than the Monastery of Sinai.'

On the other hand, the monks' transfer to other dependencies
under the social circumstances of the second period seems to be
obligatory in order to secure their operation. This is indicated by
the recording in the Monastery Book of the transfer of a large part
of the monastery's population (22%). The many Sinai Dependen-
cies had serious operational problems that have continued over the
last thirty years.
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CONCLUSION

This essay has analyzed the Monachologion, the Monastery
Book, of the Saint Catherine's Monastery. Along with social and
demographic characteristics of the cleric diaspora, the process of
evolution once admitted in the Monastery also has been illus-
trated. These facts establish a division between life outside and
inside ecclesiastic circles. Life outside the monastery walls is
described as incompatible with that inside, and the monastic life
is narrated as one of camaraderie and devotion. This is made obvi-
ous both explicitly through the monks' references to their "mis-
sion" and implicitly through the use of the distinction between
"life in Christ' " and "the present century."

The distinctive way of life of a certain collectivity/category of
people —the monks— like the one illustrated in the Monastery Book
of Sinai raises issues concerning the importance of historical time.
It is clear that the meaning of changes taking place through the
development of human beings transcends individual behaviors,
even the ones prescribed by ecclesiastical morals that are ulti-
mately pertinent to collectiveness and the history of attitudes. 8 It
is a change of behaviours through time, one that straddles the
fields of historical, social, psychological and linguistic evolution,
implying the common ground for the research of historians, soci-
ologists, social anthropologists, social psychologists, and linguists
in their common aim to bring into light different projections of
these dimensions in different contexts.

The Monastery Book of Sinai is a projection surface in the lim-
ited ecclesiastical space upon which a great number of social and
attitudinal changes are registered. It constitutes, at the same time,
a future research proposition of great interest, particularly if real-
ized in comparison with other Monastery Books of Christian Hel-
lenism or the Egyptian Coptic Church.
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Book Reviews

Panayotis Tranoulis, My Lift in the Furnace. Translated by Marjorie Chambers.
New York: Pella Publishing Company, 192pp.

Absent fathers, usurped fathers, and misidentified fathers have set in
motion much of world literature's most engrossing literature. Typically, the son
is launched prematurely on a questing journey for which he is ill prepared. At
the age of seven, the protagonist of Panayotis Tranoulis's fictionalized memoir
is sent to fill his deceased father's shoes at the local brick furnace. Certainly, his
older brothers are not up to providing for the family: they flee the home and
make no provision for their mother or their younger siblings. In fact, when the
eldest brother does return, it is to beat their mother in an episode that recalls a
similar scene in Costas Tachtsis's The Third Wedding Wreath.

And so, it is in the brick furnace that the protagonist joins the ranks of
apprentices under the tutelage of a series of moulders. The furnace authorities
turn a blind eye to the young snotty boy's age, which normally would have been
an impediment to his employment, and so induct him into a life of drudgery,
"to carry on the family slavery," as one of the moulders blithely puts it. As an
apprentice, he submits to a regime of thrashings and beatings meted out by a
cadre of older men keen to satisfy the furnace boss' unrelenting quota of ten
thousand bricks a day. "To make a brick the moulder threw a lump of the tem-
pered clay into the mould. Then he sliced off the surplus clay with a heavy
stick—'the strike,' as we called it. With the water and the clay the 'strike'
became as heavy as iron. The bottom of the mould was made of sheet iron, and
when the moulder wanted to hurt us he would throw the tempered clay in before
we could set it properly down and take the filled one away, and our hands would
be caught between the mould and the bench. This could hurt like a closing door
squeezing your fingers. It would have been better if he had given us a hundred
blows with a stick than have our hands caught like this" (48). Our protagonist's
misfortune is so great that he even suffers the very torment for which he rhetor-
ically states a preference when a moulder hits him with the heavy strike on the
left shoulder. This renders the young man incapable of carrying the moulds, and
relegates him to working outside the furnace, handing water to the workers,
trudging around with a wheelbarrow and gathering up broken bricks. This
demotion amounts to an emasculation of sorts as the book's hero is now not only
too young and too small—i.e. already worthy of our sympathy—but now also
too incapacitated to become a moulder or a fully functioning apprentice. Con-
sequently he finds himself in a more humiliating predicament than many of his
peers. Yet work he must and, in fact, he even needs to engage in special plead-
ing to keep this abominable job. In this, he exemplifies a predicament that
requires of victims to beg for the continuation of their misery. In a later scene,
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he comments on his mother's ignominy as she begs his boss for an advance on
his salary.

It is in such exposition of humiliation that Tranoulis's work is at its most
perceptive as it comments on class hierarchiess. Yet this humiliation is also a
constitutive element of apprenticeship itself, where humiliation must be borne
and surpassed. As Michael Herzfeld explains in his anthropological study of
apprenticeship titled The Body Impolitic: Artisans and Artifice in the Global Hier-
archy of Value, "men's belittling of younger and weaker males who work for them
emerges as a form of symbolic feminization. It is clearly and explicitly under-
stood as such. A rabbit hutch-maker described the apprentice's humiliation as
'castration' [evnoukhismosl designed to induce 'servility' fdhouloprepeiaj in the
sense that those who fail to learn from it will never attain the respect that men
consider the fragile but essential prerogative of their gender identity (. . .) the
bitter hurt that feminization represents for men accustomed to expectations of
aggressive maleness would not bite very deep if there were not a general recog-
nition of the underlying conventions"(Herzfeld 92). In this overdetermined
gendered environment, and given his lowliest of positions, Panayotis seizes on
the smallest crumb of compassion with a frenzied and uncontrollable hunger.
All the while, he is prone to looking for father figures. So, the benevolent fig-
ure of one moulder, Nikolas Goldfinch, wins Panayotis's heart as, "I would go
to him as if her were my father or my big brother" (60). Nikolas's compassion
confuses the young child as "once, when Nikolas was sitting with a group I went
and sat beside him. Without realizing, I put my hand in his pocket. I stayed
like that with my mind elsewhere. When we rose to go back to work Nikolas
felt my hand in his pocket and smiling, said to me, 'Hey you, you put your hand
in my pocket.' Others saw it and didn't think anything of it. I felt ashamed and
I still torment myself about it." The reaction of the fellow apprentices is, per-
haps, a function of the underlying homosexual relations to be found just under
the surface of the institution of apprenticeship. Latent or otherwise, the novel
does not elaborate or describe such feelings further. As for Panayotis's shame for
his quasi-incestual act, perpetrated as it is in the company of a surrogate father,
we hear little about it beyond this textual irruption.

The novel is in general disinclined to engage in inner psychological analy-
sis. Some might say that repression such as in this scene may be a function of
our narrator's tender age, his absorption in the presentness of the narration. In
this aspect, however, Tranoulis's prose is also typical of a strain of Greek prose
that shies away from inner psychologization so typical of western realism and,
instead, plots the effects of actions across characters and their deployment in cer-
tain scenes. Typical, too, of the way such prose controls emotionalism are the
short and matter-of-fact sentences that have in recent years marked the prose of
Thanassis Valtinos, Chronis Missios, Sotiris Dimitriou. Tranoulis's prose and
the atmosphere of his world is reminiscent of such prose in places; but his short
chapters do not fare as well as the works by these authors in part because they
do not have the poignancy or double-edgedness of these writers' ironic eye. For
all of the wretchedness described in this book, there is a conventional senti-
mentality lurking beneath the surface that is as much familiar amd moving to
a general readership as it is alienating to the critic. The chapters stand alone in
the larger scheme of the work as short stories, yet they rarely engross the reader
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in their plot development or its denouement. Read as a whole, the work follows
the young boy as he lives through a season of drudgery, from spring to fall, only
then to endure a winter of discontent, unemployment and hunger when the fur-
nace closes, and, finally, as he returns for a second season at novel's end. In the
book's final scenes, our protagonist fills his father's shoes, at least by earning the
respect of his co-workers—for all their harshness, they see in him "a young boy
struggling above his strength, with a crippled shoulder, to earn his bread, like
us" (136). Rough men empathize with him and express their love with a back-
slapping homosocial camaraderie: "Drakoulis lifted me up in the air. The oth-
ers reached out and I found myself being carried round above their heads in their
strong hands, like a little toy" (136). We seem to end with the boy surrounded
by more surrogate fathers and he achieves a modicum of manhood, he identifies
with his role models, though also clings to, and himself is symbolized as an
accoutrement of childhood, "a little toy." On a quite different note, it is worth
stating that our protagonist does not really learn his craft. This would not sur-
prise Herzfeld in his anthropology of apprenticeship as he finds that this is often
the case. However, our protagonist does acquire a good deal of practical social
knowledge for a relentlessly agonistic social milieu. If nothing else, "[appren-
tices} become effective and knowledgeable members of their respective local
communities" (Herzfeld 51).

Of course, the reader is tempted to look for the broader political repercus-
sions of this belonging and, to this end, one discerns a proletarian brotherhood
and (at least) a driving homosociality. But the novel's presentation of syndical-
ism is ambiguous and unsustained. The most manly of male characters,
Karam itsos, is explicitly the union's leading spirit, and alongside his partner the
"belligerent" Kokkinoyenis, they strike fear in bosses and gendarmes alike. But
in the scenes of fighting that take place during a strike, the union mob is shown
as a powerful force, "a beast," that is as self-destructive as it is menacing. The
position of the narrator, held hostage in the factory by the bosses, and so on the
receiving end of the workers' fury in this scene, further complicates the per-
spective here and stymies any ringing endorsement of union activity.

Events in the novel are not plotted in relation to a larger historical back-
ground. Of course, it could again be argued that this may better capture the
consciousness of so young a man living in his present (or, at least, that which
passes, fictionally, for a plausible and believable consciousness of so young a nar-
rator). However, it is disappointing how Tranoulis's descriptions do not dwell
nearly enough on place and detail. The reader gets little sense of the physical
environment in which these interpersonal relations play out. While the origi-
nal novel in Greek, published in 1973, bore in its title the locale for this brick
furnace and the mud-brick hovels built close to it, Keratohori, the reader derives
only a moderate sense of place. It is regrettable that so little is rendered of the
neighborhood, the community, and the brick furnace itself and all that would
routinely come to pass there daily. A descriptive paragraph from Panayotis Tra-
noulis's life in the book biographical note is enticing in this regard: "In winter,
when the furnaces closed down, [Tranoulisl worked in tanneries. He cleaned cis-
terns in freezing water above his knees, cisterns that stank horribly—at that
time skins were lubricated with dogs' excrement—in small tannery works, with
burning soda and potash, he scraped cisterns three or four metres deep and when
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he was slow in coming up for a breath of air, so he could do as much work as
possible, his nose ran with blood" (187). Such detail as well as a regard for prac-
tice or place is largely missing. It could have added a further dimension to the
overall effect, instead, it always takes a backseat to the interpersonal exchanges
between the men.

Of interest is Tranoulis's biography given in a five-page note at book's end.
The biography establishes the fictional work as largely based on Tranoulis's life.
An autodidacte, Tranoulis published his first poem at the age of seventeen or
eighteen and soon frequented the writer Elli Alexiou's literary evenings. There,
he met many writers, Menelaos Loudemis and Galateia Kazantzakis amongst
them. By 1950, he managed to set up a brick furnace of his own in Rafina. All
the while his circle of literary interlocutors widened to include many figures
from the Left, (he had dealings with Skarimbas, Ritsos, and Vrettakos), and he
went on to publish three novels: Keratohori (1973); For A Grape (1980); and From
Furnace to Prison; and, in 1989, a fourth book of short stories under the title In
Hiding.

As Vasilis Rotas and Voula Damianakou assert in the foreword, Tranoulis's
language is unadorned, with no figures of speech, and without histrionics. Such
rhetorical choices recall the leftist poetry of post-war generations. There are, too,
aspects of a post-war leftist discourse of poverty that runs through Theodorakis
and Bithikotsis's proletarian neighborhoods. But, reading this language today,
it has become so codified that the modern reader struggles to be moved by it
and finds him or herself butting up against its overwhelming rhetoricity and a
set of well-tried figures of speech (not least about poverty). The translator, too,
must have faced some difficulty with the simplicity of the sentences and the
challenge of conveying very loaded though simple Greek words of this discourse
of poverty into an analogous English idiom. The translator has done a good job
on the whole even if the prose in this form is not overly inviting for an English-
language reader. Whether a bolder recasting of sentences for effect in English
would have fared any better is hard to say.

By contrast, the English translation of Vasilis Rotas and Voula Dami-
anakou's foreword retains Greek syntax and word order in a way that burdens
our reading of it and only highlights the foreignness of a certain kind of Greek
sociological and socially conscious discourse and syntax when rendered mechan-
ically into English. It also neither sheds much light on the text nor places it in
its social and cultural milieu. If anything, its overblown writing, which in fact
accompanied the original first Greek edition in 1973, only exhibits some of the
very same discursive tendencies of Tranoulis's text itself, a chip off the same
block.

The text is well-edited and carefully produced. Though it is lamentable
that almost fifty pages (pp. 139-185) are devoted to sundry critical commen-
taries on the work of Panayotis Tranoulis. These range from extracts from cor-
respondence exchanged with the author, some of it only a sentence long, to brief
critical notes and the occasional review. This kind of paratext is not unknown
in Greek publications and I have always found it embarrassing: rarely is it eval-
uative except in the most uncritical sense and it adds little to our understand-
ing. Much of it here is repetitive; a set of citations might have been useful on
the back cover and a couple of the reviews interesting, but this is overkill.
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All these comments imply a discomfiture with a certain excess in convey-
ing sentiment, self-esteem, and self-justification. But this may be a short-
sighted criticism. For, Tranoulis writes of a Greece far harsher, more punishing
and unforgiving than the country we know today. To survive in a society such
as this, such excess may have been a necessary defense mechanism as well as the
inevitable byproduct of having fought the good fight.

—Vangelis Calotychos
Columbia University

Constantine Michalopoulos. Migration Chronicles. Point of View Publishing.
255 pages, $12.50.

Constantine Michalopoulos' Migration Chronicles is about the events and
individuals that made him the man he is today. It is "in many ways autobio-
graphical," as Michalopoulos notes, but "It is not truly an autobiography, as it
does not contain a detailed and systematic exposition of my life, my thoughts,
my feelings, or my work." The lack of "exposition" leaves the reader wishing for
a little more reflection. Instead the reader is provided with insights about an
emerging class of professionals who transcend national loyalties in order to
make our technologically advanced global economy work.

Michalopoulos has had a charmed, successful, and privileged life, except for
his personal experience as a child of World War II and the fighting between
Greek Communist and Nationalist forces that followed the German with-
drawal. He and his mother accompanied his father, a general in the Greek horo-
fylaki, gendarmerie, wherever the fighting took him. Thus, in 1941, he
experienced the German invasion of Crete first-hand and later, was besieged in
the Plaka neighborhood of Athens with his father who led a nationalist unit
holding off the advance of communist-led forces. After the war, Michalopoulos'
father sent his son to Athens College, the best high school in Greece as the
author reminds us several times. Athens College led to scholarships in Ameri-
can Universities and eventually to high-level jobs with USAID, the World Bank
and the World Trade Organization. During this time he has been married twice,
has a current significant other, and has had liaisons "of no consequence" with
others. His responsibilities have taken him all over the world and he has resided
in many of the world's capitals.

Michalopoulos begins his personal history with Paraskevas, his great
grandfather, who, after the failure of his business, left his heavily indebted fam-
ily behind in Greece to make a new life in Falls River, Massachusetts. Paraskevas
dies of unknown causes at the age of forty after bringing Konstantinos and Gior-
gos, two of his sons to America. Konstantinos joined the Greek Army and "dis-
appeared" in the 1920-1922 fighting between the Greeks and the Turks. Like
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many Greek immigrants, Giorgos contracted tuberculosis in America and
returned to Greece where he died in 1919. The family lost track of Paraskevas
until the 1960s when his grandson came to America for his under-graduate
studies and learned that he died in 1918.

Michalopoulos is a technocrat, one of that growing number of persons
whose expertise is considered essential to the proper functioning and expansion
of the global world order which is founded on the control of information and
technology. Because of their superior educations and talents, technocrats con-
stitute a privileged, well-rewarded elite. Heirs of Cartesian logic and the Age
of Enlightenment, technocrats, in principle, prize objectivity above personal,
political and ethnic considerations. As we see in Michalopoulos' account, there
are benefits and drawbacks to being a technocrat, but those he describes live
lives of affluence characterized by social, economic and geographical mobility.

His preference for the word "migration" over "immigration" in the title of
his hook directs our attention to one of the main characteristics of technocrats.
There will always be immigration from one place to another by the poor and
desperate, but educated sophisticated people like Michalopoulos live in a world
of constant flux where they are defined by the quality of their educations, where
they live, and with whom they associate.

During his university years, Michalopoulos benefited from the support of
relatives, especially his uncle Peter, who emigrated from Greece to the United
States in the first half of the 20th century, and fellow graduates of Athens Col-
lege. A college affair with Millicent led to a short, unhappy marriage to a young
woman too flaky for a person as focused on success as he was. Early on they had
a daughter, Elizabeth, who moves in and out of his life without seeming to be
a part of it. In the meantime, Mihalopoulos earned a BA from Ohio Wesleyan
University and a PhD in economics from Columbia University. His dissertation
opened the door to the ranks of the technocrats, which, in turn, provided the
high-level connections necessary to his continuing success.

Michalopoulos' dissertation and publications, mostly concerning the role
of trade and tariffs in developing countries (at least 30 books since 1971) lead
to work with USAID, eventually to the rank of Chief Economist, in the 1970s.
He becomes an American citizen to facilitate his career in USAID and later in
the World Bank. In 1997 he moves to Belgium and Switzerland for five years
to work for the World Trade Organization. He resents the fact that only native-
born Americans can rise to the top of the bureaucratic hierarchy, many of whom
he considers inferior to himself, some "less knowledgeable" and others "com-
plete idiots." His transitions from one organization to another, often provoked
by his dislike of his superiors, are smoothed by fellow technocrats who help him
find new positions.

One of the reasons for his constant movement is his growing disillusion-
ment with the United States and the way things are done here. JFK is the only
recent American president that he admires. For Reagan and Bush there is only
contempt. "It did not help that throughout the early period of my employment
at the Bank, the Reagan administration pursued a profoundly hostile policy
towards the multilateral institutions, whose programs on the whole tend to
serve US interests. " Michalopoulos complains about the "half-literate, dim-
witted members of the [Reagan] Republican 'transition team,' and having to
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avoid being stabbed in the back by John Bolton" [USAID Assistant Adminis-
trator for Program and Policy Coordination (1982-1983) and General Counsel
1981-19821. He requests that the WTO transfer him to Europe in order to dis-
tance himself from "the lousy reorganization and the servile attitudes" that
James Wolfensohn, president of the World Bank from 1995 to 2005, "had cul-
tivated among his subordinates."

It's not just the people on top who annoy Michalopoulos. Whatever his
accomplishments on the international scene, regarding the United States
Michalopoulos displays ample evidence of provincialism and snobbishness as
irritating as that that he describes in others. He comments that average Amer-
icans—those who live in the "flyover" parts of the country—are typified by a
contemptible ignorance and xenophobic provincialism:

This sometimes translates into an absurd superiority complex based
on the notion that somehow the United States 'system', culture, mil-
itary forces or whatever, is superior to all others. Generally speaking,
the lower the education level and the greater the distance from either
coast, the more pronounced the ignorance and misplaced ethnocen-
trism and superiority complexes.

In reference to his daughter Elizabeth's move to San Francisco, he com-
plains that it's the kind of city that attracts, "underclass drifters, drug addicts,
and other misfits." Naturally, he has little to do with most Greek Americans.
He even forgoes a church wedding, because he deems the Greek Orthodox
Church nearest him "dumpy."

It's easier, especially for a Greek American, to sympathize with
Michalopoulos' dismay concerning American foreign policy towards Greece and
Cyprus. He recognizes that behind U. S. support for the Turkish position in
Cyprus and its tolerance of incursions into Greek airspace by the Turkish jets is
the American perception of Turkey first as a bulwark against communism and
now Islamic extremism. "My disgust for US inaction over the Turkish invasion
of Cyprus was matched by my admiration for the Turks in timing their inva-
sion exactly when Nixon and Kissinger were in the last gasps."

According to Michalopoulos, dissatisfaction of the sort he feels is wide-
spread among his fellow technocrats. There is, for example, Rino Schiavocampo,
not "a Greek, but a Sicilian Brother from Palermo," whose father was almost
executed as the main organizer of a coup against Mussolini in 1943. Rino "feels
that the Bush regime has betrayed the fundamental values of American society,
values that he himself continues to cherish." Michalopoulos tells several stories
of individuals, such as Rino, whose families overcame various hardships and dis-
asters to create successful and useful lives for themselves and their children.

Ruth Jacoby, a Jewish friend with whom he shares a "non-Calvinistic out-
look on life," is another of these talented people who have found America un-
welcoming. (172) Her father fled the Nazis—via Sweden, the Soviet Union,
China and the Philippines—only to be driven out of the United States by the
McCarthyites. Jacoby, who has had a long career working with international aid
organizations, was recently appointed Swedish ambassador to Germany.

His second wife, Meline, was born in Istanbul, and fled with her mother to
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America after her father and brother died in the Armenian genocide. She mar-
ried an American soldier, but divorced him later, because they were tempera-
mentally unsuited for each other. On the other hand, she and Michalopoulos
shared "Mediterranean likes and dislikes." Even so, after twenty years of mar-
riage and two children, they, too grew apart and divorced just in time for
Michalopoulos to move from Washington to Switzerland where he meets Eve-
line Herkens, his present partner.

Herkens' family has a long history of espousing social causes. Her father
was a reformer in Indonesia when it was a Dutch colony, and later in the Nether-
lands. A person of many accomplishments, Eveline was Permanent Representa-
tive of the Netherlands at the United Nations, Executive Director of the World
Bank in Washington, D.C. and Netherlands Minister for Development Coop-
eration until 2002 when Kofi Anan made her the Executive Coordinator for the
Millennium Development Goals Campaign, with the rank of an Assistant Sec-
retary General. These days the couple splits its time between the U. S. and
Greece.

Michalopoulos find his sense of national boundaries and loyalties is diluted
by a life spent in a global context. He is grounded by ties to his family and his
fellow technocrats, though not necessarily to any particular country. In 2001,
when he returned to U.S. after several years of working in Europe, he felt out of
his element. "It was a strange feeling of not being at ease in a place that I had
called 'home' for almost forty years. It was not a feeling of `Greekness.' It was a
feeling of not belonging fully to the United States." Michalopoulos cites the
example of an Athens College classmate, who goes between two medical prac-
tices, one in Athens and the other in Chicago. "It is a pattern that will become
increasingly more common, as globalization marches on and nation states
become less rigid in their demands of allegiance for their residents or citizens
and dual nationality becomes easier."

Michalopoulos' love of Greece is tempered by his contempt for its "politi-
cal establishment, corrupt bureaucracy and weak educational system." He sees
the Greek government as mired in "sleaze and nepotism." Anyone who has lived
in Greece long enough to experience the Greek bureaucracy will sympathize
with his Kafkaesque struggles to exchange an old passport for a new one, to
import an automobile and get a Greek driver's license, and to buy a house.

Greece has long exported its excess of talented people and, as Michalopou-
los realized when he attempted to find a suitable position in his native land,
there isn't much room for those who wish to return:

For this purpose I arranged a number of interviews with people at gov-
ernment agencies, the Central Bank and a couple of outfits pretending
to be think tanks. After looking at my resume, most would look back
with incredulity and ask:

"With that wonderful career, why do you really want to come
back to Greece?"

They could not believe, that I would honestly want to go back to
`serve my country'. In a couple of cases they were truly afraid that I
was planning to take their jobs. I remember one honest Director Gen-
eral for Something or Other in the Ministry of Finance saying to me:
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"Look Mr. Michalopoulos, with your credentials, the only job that
would have some chance of satisfying you intellectually, and even that
at a third of what you make now, is the job I have. And I am not about
to give it up. So, unless you tell me that you have the support of the
Minister of Finance or the Prime Minister, please do not waste my and
your time. There is nothing in Greece for you."

Nevertheless, in retirement Michalopoulos moves back and forth between
his favorite places Rafina in Greece and Chesapeake Bay in the United States,
an ideal conclusion to a life of hard work and service to the developing world.

Michalopoulos is not necessarily the kind of person one would like to sit
next to on a long, international flight. His energy, charm and intelligence are
impossible to deny, but his judgmental comments and dismissive attitudes
about most of the people on our little orb would eventually put an end to even
the most hopeful conversation. The world has given Michalopoulos and his
friends wonderful lives in exchange for little more than their contempt. There
is no evidence that Michalopoulos was as passionate about his work as his pleas-
ures. Migration Chronicles would be better if it offered an insight or two about
what the international organizations he worked for are doing, or should be
doing, to make the world a better place. Nowhere does he give us an idea of how
he's improved the lives of people in developing countries. In another other time
his complaints about the political hacks and fools he's been forced to work with
in the US could be dismissed as sour grapes, but, considering the parlous state
of the American economy, the corrosive effect of its wars, and low status abroad,
it's hard to disagree with him that the wrong people are in charge.

—E. D. Karampetsos
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